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IN the six decades since it has been in
existence, the multilateral trading system
has contributed significantly to the
reduction in tariffs, particularly in case of
non-agricultural products. And, although
this process has resulted in furthering the
cause of trade liberalization across
K.T. Chacko
developed and developing countries alike,
proliferation of neo-protectionist measures in the form of nontariff barriers (NTBs) have put sands in the wheels of global
trade. In fact, disciplining of NTBs has remained a major challenge
for the multilateral trading system especially because discussions
on this issue have remained on the margins. The space that was
given to this issue seemed just enough to protect the protagonists
of trade liberalization against critical comments that they were
reluctant to ensure that distortion-free markets were put in place.
The results were along expected lines. For a number of decades,
the GATT had to face the criticism that it had established a
regime which had worked for lowering of tariffs while it turned a
blind eye to the growing incidence of NTBs.
An issue that assumes importance in the context of the handling
(or non-handling) of the NTBs issue by the multilateral trading
system is the identification of an NTB. These barriers have been
assumed to be ones that result in distortions in the marketplace,
which is the outcome of the discriminatory manner in which the
NTBs have been applied. But this is only the beginning of the
problem in identifying the NTBs. The policy regimes that countries
have established have also spawned instruments that are aimed
at addressing “market failures”. Thus, “barriers” have been put
up to ensure that the markets do not result in undesirable
outcomes. Although analysts have tried to differentiate these
“barriers” instituted for addressing “market failures” by christening
them as “non-tariff measures” (NTMs). But the jury is out on
whether an NTM can, under some circumstances, appear an NTB.
Recent evidence of the growing numbers of discriminatory
protectionist policies adopted by countries across the development
spectrum, have made a compelling case for urgently addressing
the issue of NTBs. This was the motivation for the WTO Members
to include the disciplining of NTBs in the Doha negotiating mandate
in the area of non-agricultural products.
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Non-Tariff Barriers in the Doha Round
Is a Solution in Sight?
Biswajit Dhar* and Murali Kallummal**
1. Introduction
In 1947, multilateral trading
system was established through
the formalization of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) with the objective of
ensuring barrier-free crossborder transactions between
countries. The process of trade
liberalization that was thus
initiated became almost
synonymous with lowering of
tariffs, while the critical issue of
non-tariff barriers (NTBs)
remained on the margins. Until
its supersession by the formation
of WTO in 1995, it too found the
NTBs as a big challenge and
could scarcely do any better.
The Doha Round included
disciplining of NTBs as a part of
the negotiations on nonagricultural products. This paper
is in the nature of a status report
of the handling of the issue of
NTBs by the WTO. The main
focus of this discussion would be
on the Doha Round of
negotiations in which the WTO
Members are expected to
provide a framework for
disciplining the NTBs.

* Prof and Head, and **Consultant,
respectively, Centre for WTO Studies,
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, New
Delhi.
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HE multilateral trading
system was established
through the formalization of the
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) with the
objective of ensuring barrierfree cross-border transactions
between countries. The process of
trade liberalization that was
thus initiated became almost
synonymous with lowering of
tariffs, while the critical issue of
non-tariff barriers (NTBs)
remained on the margins. Until its
supersession by the WTO in 1995,
the GATT had to contend with the
criticism that it had established a
regime which had worked for
lowering of tariffs while it turned
a blind eye to the growing
incidence of NTBs.
The World Trade Organization (WTO) could scarcely do
a ny better. Disciplining the
NTBs was included as a part of
the nego-tiations on nona gric ultural products. More
importantly, the two agree ments that we re explicitly
included in the Uruguay Round
package to monitor the growth
of standards in recent decades,
and whose effectiveness has
come in for some questioning,
were substantially left outside
the purview of the current
Round of negotiations.
A n issue that assume s
importance in the context of the
handling (or non-handling) of
FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007

the NTBs issue by the
multilateral trading system is
the identification of an NTB.
The se ba rriers have been
assumed to be the ones that
result in distortions in the
marke tplace, which is the
outcome of the discriminatory
manner in which the NTBs have
been applied. But this is only the
beginning of the problem in
identifying the NTBs. The policy
regimes that countries have
established have also spawned
instruments that are aimed at
addressing “market failures”.
Thus, “barriers” have been put
up to ensure that the markets
do not result in unde sirable
outcomes. Although analysts
have tried to differentiate these
“ ba rriers”
institute d
for
addressing “market failures” by
christening them as “non-tariff
measures” (NTMs). But the jury
is out on whether an NTM can,
under some circumsta nc es,
appear as an NTB.
This paper is in the nature of
a status report of the handling of
the issue of NTBs by the WTO.
The main focus of this discussion
would be on the current round of
negotiations in which WTO
Members are expected to provide
a framework for disciplining the
NTBs. This discussion would
indicate that the process of
identification of the NTBs by the
WTO
Members
and
the
implications of the outcome of
this exercise for the WTO-
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compatible NTMs are like the
technical barriers and sanitary
and phytosanitary measures.

2. WTO and the
Disciplining of
Non-Tariff Barriers
One of the significant
outcomes of the Uruguay Round
of negotiations was that it
brought several NTMs under
close scrutiny. The Agreements
covering the NTMs provided an
institutional mechanism for
monitoring and evaluating the
functioning of the NTMs. At the
same time, it tried to differentiate
between the “WTO-compatible”
barriers (C-NTBs) and “WTO
non-compatible” barriers (NCNTBs).
Thus,
while
the
Agreements on Technical Barriers
to Trade (TBT) and the Sanitary
and Phytosanitary Measures
(SPS), were evolved to monitor
the C-NTBs, the disciplining of
NC-NTBs was not addressed
until the Doha negotiating
mandate included this dimension
in the negotiating mandate.
The
Doha
Ministerial
Declaration made a major
departure from the past when it
mandated that the market access
negotiations would address the
problem of “non-tariff barriers”
instead of the more ubiquitous
“non-tariff measures” that were
included in the negotiating
mandates in the past. This change
in nomenclature had two
significant dimensions. In the first
place, the focus on non-tariff
barriers (NTBs) could be
considered as a step towards
clarifying the scope of the
negotiations.
The
second
dimension, one which caused a
new set of problems, was that the
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Declaration gave no guidance as
to how the NTBs would be
identified. In fact, much of the
negotiating capital has been
devoted to defining the scope of
the negotiating mandate on the
NTBs.
A second set of issues of
critical importance from the point
of view of the negotiations was
the modalities/methodologies to
be adopted for the conduct of the
negotiations. This dimension has
immense significance from the
point of view of ensuring that
definite outcomes, which are also
practical from the point of view
of implementation, are obtained
at the end of the negotiations.
These issues are dealt with in the
following discussion.
(i) The “WTO NonCompatible” NTBs and
the NAMA Negotiations
The NTBs work programme
in the Doha Round was preceded
by some work that the WTO
Members had done on this issue
in respect of the IT sector. In this
sector, steps have been taken
towards identification and the
subsequent development of a
harmonized structure on the
NTBs. under the WTO work
programme. The NTB Work
Programme, which began at the
end of 2000, had three phases. In
November 2000, a “Non-Tariff
Measures Work Programme” was
launched by the Committee of
Participants on the Expansion of
Trade in Information Technology
Products (henceforth, ITA
Committee) to identify NTBs and
assess their impact on IT trade.
In eleven submissions to the
ITA Committee, the participating
countries identified wide-ranging
FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007

forms of the NTBs. Although a
majority of the identified NTBs
fell within the standards and the
conformity assessment area,
customs procedures and import
licensing, were some of the more
prominent among the other forms
of NTBs. Following a Canadian
proposal the Committee took up
a pilot project for specific
standards-related NTB regarding
conformity assessment procedures for electromagnetic
compatibility/electromagnetic
interference (EMC/EMI). The
EMI/EMC Pilot Project resulted
in a set of “Guidelines” for EMC/
EMI Conformity Assessment
Procedures, as prepared by the
Committee of Participants on the
Expansion of Trade in Information Technology Products.
The successful completion of
the EMC/EMI Pilot Project raises
the substantial point of using the
experience gained for addressing
the issue NTBs in the NAMA
negotiations. Several participants
in the ITA Committee commented
on the likely linkages with the
NTBs agenda being pursued in
NGMA. 1 The key issue in this
regard is whether or not the
approach followed in the EMC/
EMI Pilot Project could be
extended to cover other areas.
This point assumes importance in
light of the fact that there is as
yet no agreement within the ITA
Committee to use the EMC/EMI
Pilot Project experience to other
areas. There seems to be some
divergence of opinion in this
regard, with some participating
countries
indicating
that
particular areas of concern for
developing countries could be
examined using the template
provided by the EMC/EMI Pilot
Project. It may appear that the
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EMC/EMI experience has limited
applicability given that the
progress achieved under ITA
with regard to NTMs has not
been satisfactory. The long list of
unfinished standards under the
ISO and also looking at the similar
number of other formalized
standards which require an
understanding at the multilateral
level is a testimony to this fact.
(a) Defining the Scope of NTBs
In one of the early
submissions to the Negotiating
Group on Market Access
(NGMA), New Zealand focused
on this issue in a systematic
manner. New Zealand pointed
out that the top seven of the socalled NTBs identified by its
exporters included those that
could, on examination, be found
to be “WTO-legal”. These include
standards and certification,
customs procedures and food
safety and health requirements.
To obviate this problem, New
Zealand suggested the scope of
the negotiations on NTBs can be
defined using the following
classification: (i) issues that might
be addressed in negotiations
elsewhere under the Doha
mandate; (ii) issues or proposals
involving substantial change to
existing WTO agreements; (iii)
proposals involving clarification
of existing rules; (iv) issues
involving disputed interpretation
of rules; (v) issues open to bilateral
resolution; (vi) products of
interest to developing countries;
(vii) capacity issues; (viii) implementation
issues;
and
(ix) special and differential
provisions.2
Canada provided a similar
guidance on defining the scope of
the negotiations on NTBs based

on the views expressed by the
country’s exporters. Canada
identified four sets of the socalled NTBs. 3 These were,
(i) quotas, (ii) import licensing,
rules of origin, customs valuation,
SPS and TBT, (iii) tariff
classification; and (iv) borderrelated measures including
customs procedures, fees and
administration.
Of
these,
Canada’s view was that the NTBs
negotiations could take up only
the first set of issues, since all the
other sets included issues that
were either a part of existing WTO
Agreements or were being
negotiated in other negotiating
groups.

relate to other WTO Agreements
are also the subject of a negotiating
mandate (e.g. AD, CVD, etc.); and
(iii) NTBs that are already part of
the Doha Declaration (e.g. Trade
Facilitation, Transparency in
Government
Procurement,
Services, etc.).

Yet another suggestion, which
addressed a more specific issue
concerning the developing
countries, was made by India. In
India’s view, legitimate instruments that developing countries
may use under the various WTO
agreements for development of
their industries should not be
included as NTBs. For instance,
export tariffs or levies are
generally used to generate
resources to develop an industry
by diversification in the product
profile and development of value
added products for exports.
India, therefore, suggested that
"export duties" negotiated would
be outside the Doha mandate.4

A parallel process for
identifying the NTBs that could
be included in the market access
negotiations was initiated by the
Chairman of the NGMA in 2002.
Two letters were sent requesting
Members to notify NTBs which
their exporters were facing in
various markets. This, in effect,
meant that the Chairman was
putting in place a process for the
development of a database of
NTBs, in a manner similar to that
attempted attempted during the
Kennedy Round of GATT
negotiations (1963-69) for
developing the Inventory of NonTariff Measures in the context of
the work done in the Committee
on Trade in Industrial Products.
The format for the submission of
notifications as suggested by the
Chairman was based on the
structure that was used for
developing the Inventory. This
process resulted in the submission
of a large number of notifications
in which WTO Members
identified the NTBs that their
exporters were facing.5

Members in their submissions
identified three sets of NTBs,
which, in their view, were outside
the purview of the NTBs
negotiations conducted by
NGMA. These were, (i) NTBs that
relate to existing WTO Agreements
(e.g. Customs Valuation, Import
Licensing, PSI, SPS, TBT, etc.)
which are not subject to a specific
negotiating mandate; (ii) NTBs that

Fliess and Lejarraga provide
an interesting analysis of
submissions made by the WTO
Members in which they report the
NTBs that their exporters were
facing. 6 In these submissions,
Members identified the relevant
GATT/WTO Articles/Agreements
that could be applied to the NTBs
thus identified. Fliess and
Lejarraga report that NTB

FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007
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categories with the highest
incidence of notifications are
Technical Barriers to Trade (TBTs,
with 530 NTB entries, or almost
half of the total), Customs and
Administrative Procedures (380
entries), and Sanitary and
Phytosanitary Measures (SPS, 137
entries). Amounting to less than
5 per cent of total NTB entries
were: quantitative restrictions,
trade remedies, government
participation in trade, charges on
imports, and barriers that fall
under the other groups.
Interestingly, Agreement on SPS
was also identified as a source of
NTBs and this was the case when
the market access for nonagricultural products was under
scrutiny. Quite clearly, thus, the
SPS measures used by countries
did not affect only the food/feed
sectors, but industrial sectors as
well. 7 This finding raises the
question as to whether the WTO
Members
had
used
the
Agreement on TBT to impose
trade restrictions that were not
intended “create unnecessary
obstacles to international trade”,
but to use the Agreement to
develop “international standards
and conformity assessment
systems” that can make
contributions “by improving
efficiency of production and
facilitating the conduct of
international trade”. Given that
the objective of improving market
access is one of the fundamental
aims of the current round of
negotiations,
the
abovementioned evidence in respect of
NTBs raises critical issue, viz.,
whether the tendency to exclude
measures taken under the
Agreements on TBT and SPS from
the purview of NTBs can be
justified in light of the evidence

4

presented above. The importance
of the point can be better
understood in a later discussion
where we point to the rapidly
increasing tendencies shown by
the WTO Membership to use TBT
and SPS Measures. Our view is
that there is merit in critically
examining the TBT and SPS
measures as a part of the market
access negotiations given that the
Doha Ministerial Conference had
given
the
mandate
for
introducing effective disciplines
on NTBs.
(b) Specific Modalities and
Methodologies
The submissions made by the
participating WTO Members in
the NGMA on the modalities/
methodologies that can be
adopted for dealing with the
NTBs can broadly be divided into
five categories. These are,
(i) vertical or sectorial approaches;
(ii) horizontal or multilateral
approaches; (iii) request/offer,
bilateral,
or
plurilateral;
(iv) dispute settlement; and
(v) tariffication of NTBs. The first
three approaches were also
supported by the WTO Members
in the July framework, which was
adopted to put the Doha Round
back on track after the failed
Cancun Ministerial Conference
had severely eroded the
confidence of particularly the
major trading nations on the
multilateral trading system.
The vertical or sectorial
approach found considerable
support among the WTO
Membership in the early phase of
the negotiations. The sectorial
approach was often considered
useful to address NTBs in sectors
of key importance to a country or
FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007

groups of countries. Support for
the vertical approach is based on
two sets of considerations. First,
most countries feel that this
approach is consistent with the
overall framework of “sequenced
globalization”. Countries can
engage in “cherry plucking”,
selecting the sectors that best suit
their larger economic objectives
for a “fast track” removal of
NTBs. The second “positive” in
favour of the vertical approach, a
point that was made by the US,
was that countries are increasingly
engaging in the process of
dismantling market access
barriers in specific industries.
While in the WTO, the ITA has
been witness to discussions being
conducted for the reining in of
NTBs, members of the APEC have
been dealing with similar issues
in the chemicals and automobiles
sectors.8
The US, which has been the
strongest supporter of the vertical
approach, considers that NTB
packages which bundle together
a number of NTB issues relevant
to a single industry could be a
creative new approach for dealing
with NTBs.9 According to the US,
this approach has practical
relevance for today’s world of
when industries are getting
increasingly networked; intraindustry confabulations have often
dealt with issues relating to NTBs
from the point of view of their
industry.10 Adopting this singleindustry, or vertical, approach as
one NTB modality could, in view
of the US, lead to a better
management of the negotiating
process.
Thus far, the option of
following the sectorial approach
has been explored actively in a
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wide variety of sectors, including
marine products, textiles,
pharmaceuticals and automobiles.
Besides the US sponsored two
meetings on NTBs in the auto and
footwear
industries,
the
possibility of adopting the vertical
approach was actively pursued by
several countries. Thus, Korea
focused on the electronic
industry, Canada on forestry
products, New Zealand on wood
products, and Switzerland on
pharmaceuticals and chemicals. In
July 2005, members including the
US, New Zealand and Korea met
informally to discuss common
sectorial positions in forest
products (to harmonize building
codes),
electronics
and
automobiles.
However,
despite
the
apparent advantages, particularly
in terms of calibrating the process
of liberalization, the negotiations
on NTBs have given rise to
several contentious issues.
Among the more problematic
proposals that have been made
thus far is the one made by the
US on automobile NTBs. The US
has argued that the automobile
industry faces a plethora of
market access barriers, which
include, (i) strict and/or
excessively burdensome restrictions on the ability of the private
sector to offer financing,
hampering the ability of
consumers to purchase motor
vehicles; (ii) lack of openness in
respect of distribution channels
for
imported
products;
(iii) application of vehicle taxes
based on engine displacement in
a manner that burdens foreign
manufacturers disproportionately
because they produce vehicles
with large engine sizes; (iv) foreign
equity restrictions restrict or

distort investments in automotive
production; (v) barriers to the
importation and sale of
remanufactured products. These
so-called
market
access
restrictions mentioned by the US
deal with issues that are in no way
related to the market access
negotiations for the reasons
indicated hereinafter. The issue
pertaining to the distribution
channels is currently being
discussed in the services
negotiations. The investment
related issue is one that Members
have decided not to include in the
current round of negotiations,
and finally the issue of domestic
taxation is an area outside the
jurisdiction of the WTO. Thus,
even while recognizing the utility
of following the vertical
approach, WTO Members need to
be careful not to allow non-issues
to influence the negotiating
process.
Although the horizontal
approach did not find as much
support as did the vertical
approach, the former has one
inherent advantage as WTO
Members have some degree of
prior experience in dealing with
it as a part of the negotiations
on the Customs Valuation
Agreement and the Agreement
on Import Licensing Procedures.
More importantly, they are
now actively engaged in the
negotiations on Trade Facilitation.
Support for the horizontal
approach has come from the EC.
A cc ording
to
the
EC ,
“disciplines on specific nontariff barriers are unlikely on
the ir own to be e ffective in
removing all obstacles to trade,
especially when some of them
FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007

are immediately replaced by
new barriers. For this reason
Membe rs should explore
whether additional horizontal
mechanisms could be useful in
addressing unnecessary barriers
affecting market access so that
measures taken by Members are
not more trade-restrictive than
necessary to fulfil a legitimate
objective”.
The request-offer approach
has not been widely discussed
yet, but this a pproa ch can
emerge as one of the stronger
options given that the WTO
Membe rs ha ve alre ady pre pared a none-too-insignificant
list of NTBs that their exporters
face. Howe ve r, as we have
pointed out, NGMA would
have to first have to address the
critical jurisdictional issue as
many of the NTBs that were
identified by the Members were
e ssentia lly those that were
clearly outside the purview of
this negotiating group.
More recently, the NAMA-11
group of developing countries11
and Members of the EC have
proposed that the NTBs issue can
be addressed through the setting
up of a “NTB Resolution Mechanism”. 12 These countries have
argued that the “NTB Resolution
Mechanism” would be “guided
by the principle of “good faith”
and conciliatory negotiations
wherein every Member would
make a concerted effort to resolve
the NTB at hand, under the
guidance of a mutually agreed
“facilitator”. Members would be
required to engage with the
intention of arriving at a solution
to the NTB. It would be informal,
low-key and less adversarial than
the DSU and without prejudice to

5
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the rights of Members under the
DSU”. The key objective of the
mechanism, as visualized by the
NAMA-11 group would be to
find pragmatic solutions to trade
effects by using expert facilitators
to find the "solution". An NTB,
which could include sectorial/
plurilateral elements as well,
submitted to the resolution
mechanism, would require the
facilitator to provide recommendations on the solution after
establishment of facts and trade
effects. It was further provided
that procedure adopted would be
flexible and the “facilitator” will
be free to choose the preferred
method. The “facilitator” would
consult the involved Members
either individually or collectively;
the WTO Secretariat; affected
industries; and other experts,
including from industry and other
non-governmental organizations.
A similar proposal has been
made by the Members of the EC
to address the vexed issue of
NTBs. The EC Members have
stressed the need to “add to
existing structures a new

horizontal mechanism that
enhances Members’ opportunities
to address – in a conciliatory and
expedient manner – any trade
measure that affect trade with
another Members. This would
provide a means of resolution that
could make resort to dispute
settlement unnecessary in certain
cases”. The EC Members have
argued that the “establishment of
horizontal mechanism, in the form
of a procedure for problemsolving in the area of NTBs, with
short time-lines, as well as with
the involvement of a facilitator
that can assist countries in
reaching mutually agreed
solutions”.13

number of TBTs and the spread
of such measures across the
Member countries are fast
outstripping and undermining
the trade liberalization achieved
by way of tariff reduction and
elimination.
As is clearly evident from
Table 1, the use of the TBTs by
the WTO Member countries has
been on the rise, especially under
the WTO regime. In 1995, the
number of TBT notifications
issued was 365, and 900 notifications were issued in 2005.
As can be seen, the number
of TBT notifications issued has
not seen regular increase, but has
fluctuated around an increasing
trend. After an initial spurt was
witnessed between 1995 and 1997
when the total notifications issued
reached almost 850, TBT
notifications fell by almost a third
by 2001. This phase was, however
followed by one in which the
notifications increased by nearly
60 per cent over the 2001 trough.
A more noteworthy feature of the
TBT notifications is the steep

(ii) Trends in use of “WTO
Compatible” TBT Measures
Nearly four decades after the
initiation of a multilateral
negotiation on the reduction of
the NTMs for free global trade
and enhancing market access,
today the world is facing one of
its most difficult and complex
regimes. Since the establishment
of the WTO in 1995, both the
TABLE 1
USE OF TBT BY WTO MEMBERS (1995-2005)

(Number of Notifications issued)
Year

OECD Members

Developing Countries
In % ages

In % ages

1995

349

89.7

40

10.3

0

0.0

389

1996

395

79.0

105

21.0

0

0.0

500

1997

640

75.7

206

24.3

0

0.0

846

1998

445

65.4

235

34.6

0

0.0

680

1999

432

62.1

260

37.4

4

0.6

696

2000

419

66.5

188

29.8

23

3.7

630

2001

298

51.2

277

47.6

7

1.2

582

2002

308

49.7

298

48.1

14

2.3

620

2003

305

34.2

533

59.7

55

6.2

893

2004

291

40.5

398

55.4

29

4.0

718

2005

319

35.4

544

60.4

37

4.1

900

FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007

In Numbers

Total
Notifications

In Numbers

6

In Numbers

Former Centrally
Planned Economies
In % ages
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increase in the number of
countries that have been involved
in issuing notifications. While in
1995, only 26 of the 123 Members
of the WTO had issued TBT
notifications, in 2005, 67 of the 148
Members were active in issuing
TBT notifications.
Quite obviously, the increase
in the number of countries active
in terms of issuing TBT
notifications was because of
increased interest shown by
developing countries. Again, as
should be self-evident, the
number of developing countries
that had issued TBT notifications
had far outstripped the OECD
Member countries. This phenomenon is captured in Figure 1.
In 1995, the share of
developing countries had a mere
10 per cent share in the total
notifications issued during the
year. But, in 2005, the share of
these countries had increased to
over 60 per cent. The emergence

of developing countries as new
players in the application of TBT
is reflected in the surge in the
number of notifications made by
them. This has increased by six
times from 40 in 1995 to above
nearly 550 in 2003. In sharp
contrast, the OECD Members
saw a fall in the total number of
notifications, from 349 in 1995 to
319 in 2005. However, despite
increasing the number of
notifications issued during the
more recent years, the share of
developing countries in the total
notifications issued during the
period 1995-2005 was just more
than 41 per cent. In other words,
the OECD member countries have
continued the process of building
in new standards to the already
existing list of NTMs which
existed even before the Uruguay
Round negotiations, developing
countries seem to be in an undue
hurry to catch up. But the fact the
former set of countries would
continue to have a larger stock of

FIGURE 1
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TRENDS IN TBT NOTIFICATIONS ACROSS COUNTRY GROUPS

TBTs in the foreseeable future can
have significant implications for
the developing countries that are
seeking greater market access in
the larger economies at the end
of the current round of
negotiations.
Yet another interesting feature
of the TBT notifications observed
over time is that the most
countries that have relatively high
share in the total notifications in
the more recent years belong to
the group of countries having
relatively low tariffs. In 2005, for
instance, China had the largest
share of TBT notifications issued
(13%) while Brazil had a 7 per cent
share. None of the top 10 per cent
countries in terms of the total
notifications issued in 2005 had
average
industrial
tariffs
exceeding 10 per cent. These
include
OECD
Members
belonging to the EU, the US and
Japan. This observed association
between tariffs and the use of
NTMs like TBTs seems to confirm
the view that the focus of the
multilateral trading system on
tariff reduction has only resulted
in a proliferation of the NTBs. The
authors are, however, aware that
substantially more work needs to
be done in this direction to
comment conclusively on this
issue.

3. Conclusions
As was mentioned at the
outset, this paper is in the nature
of a status report on how the
WTO has addressed the issue of
NTBs. The paper tried to capture
the developments that have been
witnessed in the context of the
implementation of the negotiating
mandate of reducing or
eliminating the NTBs. The on-
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ANNEX TABLE 1
INVENTORY OF NON-TARIFF MEASURES IDENTIFIED BY THE WTO
Parts and sections

Description

Part I
A
B
C
D
E

Government Participation in Trade and Restrictive Practices
Tolerated by Governments
Government aids, including subsidies and tax benefits
Countervailing duties
Government procurement
Restrictive practices tolerated by governments
State trading, government monopoly practices, etc.

Part II
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Customs and Administrative Entry Procedures
Anti-dumping duties
Customs valuation
Customs classification
Consular formalities and documentation
Samples
Rules of origin
Customs formalities
Import licensing
Pre-shipment inspection

Part III
A
B
C

Technical Barriers to Trade
General
Technical regulations and standards
Testing and certification arrangements

Part IV
A
B
C

Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures
General
SPS measures including chemical residue limits, disease
freedom, specified product treatment, etc.
Testing, certification and other conformity assessment

Part V
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

Specific Limitations
Quantitative restrictions
Embargoes and other restrictions of similar effect
Screen-time quotas and other mixing regulations
Exchange controls
Discrimination resulting from bilateral agreements
Discriminatory sourcing
Export restraints
Measures to regulate domestic prices
Tariff quotas
Export taxes
Requirements concerning marking, labelling and packaging
Others

Part VI
A
B
C
D
E

Charges on Imports
Prior import deposits
Surcharges, port taxes, statistical taxes, etc.
Discriminatory film taxes, use taxes, etc.
Discriminatory credit restrictions
Border tax adjustments

Part VII
A
B
C
D
E

Other
Intellectual property issues
Safeguard measures, emergency actions
Distribution constraints
Business practices or restrictions in the market
Other
Source: WTO (2003e).
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going negotiations have made it
fairly clear that considerable
distance would have to be
traversed before the multilateral
trading system can put in place a
meaningful set of disciplines
covering the NTBs.
This observation should be
viewed with some concern since,
in recent years, there has been a
proliferation of the NTBs. WTO
Members participating in the
NGMA have indicated that their
exporters perceive the so-called
WTO-legal NTMs, like TBT and
SPS measures, as market access
barriers. The increase in the use
of the TBT measures, particularly
by the more advanced developing
countries, is contributing to the
increase in complexities in what
seems to be a veritable maze of
the NTBs.
NOTES
1

WTO (2005) and WTO (2004).

2

WTO (2002a).

3

WTO (2002b).

4

WTO (2002c).

5

See WTO (2003c) and WTO (2003d).

6

Fliess and Lejarraga (2005).

7

A careful analysis of the SPS
notifications introduced by the US
and their potential coverage of the
measures included in these
notifications. An example in this
regard would help clarify this
point. In 2003, the US issued a SPS
notification covering “Products
that use the pesticides 1, 3 benzene
dicarboxylic acid, etc”. The scope
of this SPS measure was elaborated
by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) [(Federal Register:
March 7, 2003 (Volume 68, Number
45)]. EPA clarified that the
potentially affected entities may
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include, but are not limited to crop
production, animal production,
food manufacturing, pesticide
manufacturing, antimicrobial
pesticide. EPA further states that
this listing is not intended to be
exhaustive, but rather provides a
guide for readers regarding entities
likely to be affected by this action.
8

WTO (2003a).

9

WTO (2003b).
Among the industries that fit the
description given by the US is the
automobile industry. The Global
Auto Industry Dialogue has seen
broad-based consultations between
auto industry associations in a
large number of countries, both
developing and developed. The
GAID has, in recent years,
increasingly called for the introduction of enhanced disciplines on
NTBs.

10

11

The following WTO Members made
the submission on behalf of the
NAMA-11 group: Argentina,
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela,
Brazil, Egypt, India, Indonesia,
Namibia, Philippines, South Africa
and Tunisia.

12

WTO (2006b).

13

WTO (2006a).
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Non-Tariff Barriers in the Context of WTO
Rajesh Mehta*

1. Introduction
Emergence of non-tariff barriers
is fast becoming an obstacle to
world trade. As tariff reduction
deepens, implementation of nontariff berriers is seriously being
visualized as a matter of great
concern at the trade
negotiations. The member
countries are looking at Doha
Declaration Agenda somewhat
as an instrument to find a
solution. The paper makes an
attempt to analyze and identify
how NTBs are posing a big
challenge for world trade growth
and provides an agenda for
India and developing countries
with options to negotiate at
various fora.

* Senior Fellow, Research and
Information System for Non-Aligned
and Other Developing Countries
(RIS), New Delhi,
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ILL the beginning of 1970s,
tariffs (custom duties) were
the
principal
mode
of
protectionism. But with successive
rounds of the GATT negotiations,
there was a substantial drop in
the average tariff levels of
manufactured goods in the
developed country markets.
When the significance of tariffs as
a form of protectionist measure
came down, these countries
resorted to another form of
administered protectionism
known as Non-Tariff Measures
(NTMs). Some of the prominent
NTMs
are
quantitative
restrictions,
tariff
quota,
voluntary export restraints,
orderly marketing arrangements,
export subsidy, export credit
subsidy, government procurement,
import
licensing,
antidumping/countervailing
duties, technical barriers to trade
(TBT). This form of protectionism
proved to be much more difficult
and expensive than the ones
practising in the 1950s and 1960s.
In the seventies and eighties,
NTMs covered more grounds
starting with textiles and clothing
it went up to include steel,
automobiles, toys, etc.1
In the Uruguay Round, the
approach towards dealing with
NTMs was to bring existing
barriers into the realm of
multilateral
negotiations,
strengthen rules governing their
use,
develop surveillance

FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007

mechanisms
to
enforce
compliance, and offer improved
dispute settlement procedures.
The aim behind this exercise was
to minimize trade distorting and
trade restricting effect of NTMs.
Some notable success was also
achieved in reaching substantive
agreements limiting, clarifying or
disciplining the system that
members may use – Article III.8.b
allowing subsidies to domestic
producers; Article III.9 allowing
members to have internal price
control measures; Article VI on
Anti-dumping and countervailing
duties; Article VII on methods of
customs
valuation;
the
Agreement on Agriculture
converting all quantitative
restrictions into tariffs; the TBT
Agreement defining the rights
and obligations of members with
respect to development and
application
of
technical
regulations and the ways in which
products are to be assessed to
determine whether they meet the
specified technical standards; and
similarly, the Sanitary and
Phytosanitary Measures (SPS)
with respect to human, animal
and plant life. The increasing
trend of NTMs holds special
significance to developing
countries like India. These
countries have been encountering
difficulties in accessing developed
country markets because of
restrictive standards, burdensome regulations, and expensive
compliance costs. Nevertheless,
many of the WTO rules fall short
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of effectively controlling the use
of NTMs. More frequently than
not, there are instances of blatant
violation of these rules or are
applied unreasonably. The main
objectives of this paper are:
• to deal with non-tariff
measures in the realm of the
WTO;
• to explain the conceptual issues
relating to non-tariff measure
and non-tariff barriers, and
their consistency with GATT/
WTO rules;
• to identify and trace the type
structures of non-tariff barriers
affecting India’s exports in a
developed country’s market. It
also includes a case study which
shows how WTO-consistent
are NTB and NTM; and
• to provide present state of
negotiations of the NTBs,
along with select suggestions
and recommendations.

II. Doha Development
Agenda (DDA) Mandate
In November 2001, the fourth
ministerial conference of the WTO
was held in Doha. It contained the
mandate on a number of issues.
As a part of this it was decided
that negotiations on market
access for non-agricultural goods
should be conducted. Paragraph
16 reads:
“We agree to negotiations
which shall aim, by modalities
to be agreed, to reduce or as
appropriate eliminate tariffs,
including the reduction or
elimination of tariff peaks,
high tariffs, and tariff
escalation, as well as nontariff barriers in particular on
products of export interest to

developing countries. Product
coverage
shall
be
comprehensive and without a
priori
exclusions.
The
negotiations shall take fully
into account the special needs
and interests of developing
and least developed country
participants,
including
through less than full
reciprocity in reduction
commitments. To this end, the
modalities to be agreed will
include appropriate studies
and
capacity
building
measures to assist least
developed countries to
participate effectively in the
negotiations”
(WTO Ministerial Declaration, WT/
MIN (01)/Dec/W/1, Nov. 14, 2001,
Doha, 9-14, Nov. 2001). [emphasis is
added]

Before the adoption of the
DDA agenda, India and a few
other developing countries were
actually not in favour of inclusion
of market access for nonagricultural goods in the ongoing
trade negotiations because the
average nominal tariffs in
developed countries have already
fallen to abysmally low levels, and
inclusion of it in the new round is
most unlikely to result in giving
greater market access to India and
many other developing countries.
Nevertheless, they agreed to Doha
mandate probably because it
included:
(i) Reduction and elimination of
tariff peaks/tariff escalation,
and
(ii) Reduction and elimination of
non-tariff barriers on products
which are of particular interest
to developing countries.
The member countries
adopted on 1 August 2004 a
FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007

framework to work on Doha
Mandate, after the failure of
Cancun meeting. The text of the
council’s decision on the Doha
Agenda work programme (the
July
Package)
contains
frameworks
and
other
agreements designed to raise
negotiations to a new level.
Annex B of July Package contains
the document on “framework for
establishing modalities pertaining
to market access for nonagricultural products”. Although
paragraph 1 of Annex B says, “it
contains only the initial elements
for future work on modalities by
the Negotiating Group on Market
Access”, it has outlined specific
modalities for conduct of tariff
negotiations. Unlike agriculture,
on NAMA (paragraph 5) the
council has agreed for the
reduction of industrial tariffs on
the basis of the non-linear
modified Swiss formula.
Most of these frameworks are
based on proposals of chairman
of NGMA. Although the
approach, method, technique,
tool, or even formula of tariff
negotiations have been decided
for tariff reduction, no significant
progress has been made on nontariff barriers. It is still dealing
with categorization of different
NTBs in different groups.

III. Difference between
NTMs and NTBs
The difference between NonTariff Measures (NTMs) or NonTariff Barriers (NTBs) is not
entirely self-evident. According
to some experts, NTBs have the
following stylized characteristics,
namely reduction in quantity of
imports, increase in the price of
imports, change in elasticity of
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demand for imports and
variability and uncertainty in
their implementation. While their
interpretation is mostly theoretical, they propose that a
classification system, which has,
at its core, price (other than
tariffs) and quantity border
measures.
There are two main sources
of NTB inventory. UNCTAD’s
TRAINS (Trade Analysis and
Informa tion Syste m) classific ation d efine s ove r 300
different types of NTMs, and a
much sma lle r subset calle d
“ha rd core me asures” that
include
qua ntity
control
measures including tariff quotas
and
e nte rprise
spe cific
restrictions; finance measures
e xc luding regula tions c oncerning terms of payment; and
price control measures.

TABLE 1
INVENTORY OF NTMs: COMPARISON OF UNCTAD’S TRAINS AND WTO/GATT
Parts and
Sections

WTO/GATT Inventory

UNCTAD TRAINS (Hard-core)
Description

Part I Govt. Participation in Trade and Restrictive
Practices Tolerated by Govts.

Price Control Measures

A

Government aids

• Administrative pricing

B

Countervailing Duties

• Voluntary Export Price restraint

C

Govt. Procurement

• Variable charges

D

Restrictive Practices tolerated by Govts

• Antidumping Measures

E

State Trading, Govt. monopoly practices, etc.

• Countervailing Measures

Part II Customs and Administrative Entry Procedures Finance Control Measures
A

Anti dumping duties

• Advance Payment Requirements

B

Valuation

• Multiple exchange rates

C

Custom classification

• Restrictive official foreign exchange allocation

D

Consular formalities and documentation

• Regulations covering term of payment for import

E

Samples

•

F

Rules of origin

Automatic Licensing Measures

G

Custom Formalities

• Automatic license

Transfer delays

Part III Technical Barriers to Trade

• Import Monitoring

A

General

• Surrender requirement

B

Technical Regulation and subsidies

Quantity Control Measures

C

Testing and certification arrangements

• Non-automatic Licensing

The WTO inventory of NTMs
is based on notifications collected
from national sources, which in
the view of notifying contracting
parties constituted non-tariff
measures. This inventory includes
licenses, quotas, prohibition,
voluntary export restraints, plus
information related to custom
surcharges, minimum import
prices, additional taxes and
charges and approval process for
imports and exports. Table 1
provides a comparative picture of
UNCTAD’s TRAINS inventory
and WTO/GATT inventory of
NTMs.

Part IV Specific Limitation

• Quotas

A

Quantitative Restriction and import licensing

• Import prohibitions

B

Embargoes and other restrictions of similar effect • Export Restraint arrangement

C

Screen time Quotas and other mixing regulations • Enterprise specific Restrictions

D

Exchange control

E

Discrimination resulting from bilateral agreements • Single channel for imports

F

Discriminatory sourcing

• Compulsory National Services

G

Export Restraints

Technical Measures

H

Measures to regulate domestic prices

• Technical Regulations

I

Tariff Quotas

• Pre-shipment formalities

J

Export Taxes

• Special custom formalities

K

Requirement concerning marking, labeling,
and packaging

• Obligation to retain used products

L

Others

The above discussions prove
that there is no single internationally agreed list of NTMs. In
general, NTMs cover all measures
affecting trade other than tariffs
and hence any list of NTMs will
be very long, and is probably
continuously
growing
as

12

Monopolistic Measures

Miscellaneous measures for sensitive
product categories

Part V Charges on Inputs

• Marketable permits

A

Prior import deposits

• Public procurement

B

Surcharges, port taxes, statistical taxes, etc.

• Voluntary instruments

C

Discriminating film taxes, use taxes, etc.

• Product liability

D

Discriminatory credit restrictions

• Subsidies

E

Border tax adjustments

F

Emergency Action

Sources: See Bora, Bijit (2003), “The Quantification and Impact of Non-Tariff Measures”, paper presented at
OECD Global Forum on Trade: The Market Access Challenge in the Doha Development Agenda,
Paris 4-6 June 2003, and WTO document TN/MA/SS, 11 Sept. 2002.
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governments invent new and new
measures. Being non-transparent,
NTMs are difficult to identify and
analyze. Member countries of the
WTO have already notified more
than 2000 types of non-tariff
barriers.
NTMs cover all measures
affecting trade other than tariffs,
what are then NTB. Are the two
terms synonymous? In the
literature, both the terms are
used interchangeably, and the
distinction is quite vague. The
rationale for using the term
“measure” instead of “barrier” is
sometimes held on the ground
that in some cases policies that
stimulate the volume of trade
rather than retard trade such as
export subsidies cannot be held
as barrier. A barrier means
prevention of something. Export
subsidies do not prevent trade,
and hence cannot be a barrier.
This interpretation will keep
many
internal
regulatory
measures out of the NTB bundle.
Agricultural production subsidies,
for instance, will be out of this
NTB bundle. Global agriculture is
riddled with national subsidies to
farmers that perpetuates a widely
critical disarray in agricultural
production and generates
substantial trade conflicts. The
large agricultural production
surpluses in rich countries
maintained by a heavily
subsidized agriculture lowers the
export
opportunities
of
developing countries such as
India. Though the GATTUruguay Round of negotiations
began to address agricultural
distortions
with
agreed
disciplines
on
domestic
agricultural support measures,
only modest progress is achieved
in reducing support and

protection levels. By now, a lot
has already been written
examining the impact of these
subsidies on developing countries
like India. Without entering too
much on this debated problem,
we treat in the present context
all those measures/policies
employed by foreign government
as “barriers” when these are
found to be used unreasonably or
in a discriminatory way against
imports from India. To illustrate:
take Sanitary and Phytosanitary
Measures (SPS) as Technical
Barriers to Trade (TBT).
Importing them is perfectly
justified so long it is meant to
protect human, plant and animal
life. However, certain countries
have been at times laying very
stringent norms much above the
level warranted to mee t
legitimate hea lth and safe ty
conce rns. Because of their
legitimacy, these measures are
hard to control. But there is
little doubt that SPS and TBT
measures do restrict trad e
unre asonably and hence are
barriers, especially in the food
a re a. A departure from
accepted international norms as
standards is one way to judge
whether a particular measure is
a barrier or not. Throughout
this note, we use the term NTBs
in this latter sense.

Departme nt of Commerce ,
Government of India. The study
draws on UNCTAD’s TRAINS
database. This database identifies hardcore NTBs applicable to
all imports in the United States
(Table 2)

IV. Incidence of NTBs:
A Case Study of India’s
Exports in the US Market

20 Marking requirements

In this section, we present
some data relating to the extent
of NTBs face d by Ind ia n
e xporters in a d evelope d
country market - the United
States. The main source for the
material used is a study by the
Economic s Division of the

23 Labelling requirements to protect human
health
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TABLE 2
LIST OF HARD-CORE NTBs IN
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
1

Tariff quota

2

Antidumping duty

3

Countervailing duty

4

License for selected purchasers

5

Authorization to protect human life

6

Authorization to protect animal life

7

Authorization to protect plant health

8

Authorization to protect wild life

9

Authorization to ensure human safety

10 Authorization to ensure national
security
11 Quota to control
12 Prohibition to protect human health
13 Prohibition to ensure human safety
14 Product characteristic requirements for
human health protection
15 Product characteristic requirements for
plant health protection
16 Product characteristic requirements to
protect environment
17 Product characteristic requirements to
control drug abuse
18 Product characteristic requirements to
ensure human safety
19 Product characteristic requirements,
n.e.s.
21 Marking requirements to protect human
health
22 Labelling requirements

24 Labelling requirements to protect
environment
25 Labelling requirements to ensure human
safety
26 Testing, inspection, or quarantine
requirements to protect human
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How significant are these for
India from the point of
e xporting to US market? In
order to throw some light, we
have tabulated the percentage
share of imports from India
facing different NTBs in the US.
Figure 1 displays the received
results. An inspection of the
data given in the Figure shows
that 44 per cent of imports from
India to the US was facing

various types of NTBs. The
message is that a sizeable share
of Indian exports to the US faces
various kinds of obstacles in the
form of NTBs.
A range of non-tariff
barriers including compulsory
detention and laboratory testing
is applied by the US. While the
preced ing a nalysis certa inly
helped to highlight the overall

FIGURE 1
INDIA FACING DIFFERENT HARD-CORE NTMs IN THE US: PER CENT SHARE OF IMPORTS

50%
40%
44%

30%
20%
10%
0%

NTMs on Imports from India

Source: Department of Commerce, Non-Tariff Barriers Faced by India and Policy
Measures: A Study, Interim Findings, October 2001.
FIGURE 2
HARD-CORE NTMs: INDIAN IMPORTS FACING IN THE US

Technical

Technical
requirements
(Safety)

requirements

Technical

(Drugs), 1%

requirem ents
(Health), 3%

25%

Quota (Drugs), 1%

Others, 40%

Authorisation

Inspection (Health),

(Wildlife), 3%

3%

Authorisation

Labelling

(Plants), 5%

requirem ents, 19%

Source: Government of India, Department of Commerce, ibid.
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magnitude of the problem, we
would still want to know which
of the several listed core NTBs
are the most prominent ones in
overtly re stricting India’s
exports. To illustrate this, we
have tabulated value of imports
falling under each of the listed
NTBs 2 and then calculated the
per cent share of each in total
U S imports from India . The
received picture is displayed in
Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows that the most
prolifically applied NTBs by the
U S on India n goods are
Technic al Ba rriers to Trad e
(TBT) including safety, and food
safety measure s, fre quently
referre d to as Sa nitary and
Phytosanitary Measures (SPS).
Simila r
e xercise s
were
conducted for the EU, Japan,
A ustralia and C anada . The
results of different countries
show that
• A sizeable share of India’s
exports to developed country
markets faces various NTBs
that seek to restrict imports of
the Indian goods.
• The types vary from country to
country and from product to
product.
• Some
prominent
NTBs
deployed are standards,
testing, labelling and certification. Needless to say, many
of these such as testing and
labelling impose unnecessary
costs on business. Then there
are others like port fees/taxes,
custom procedures and
administrative procedures
including valuation, port of
entry, quota, etc. all of which
tend to add to costs of the
Indian exporters.
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V. NTM or NTB:
A Case Study of Indian
Consignment
There are several issues
connected with the deployment of
NTBs. Some NTBs affect individual consignments, while some
others impose additional cost
burden. We illustrate a case study
of individual consignment. An
Indian consignment of Poultry
(egg powder) was rejected by the
EU on the ground that the said
consignment did not pass through
the
“Minimum
Required
Performance Limit” (MRPL).
Obviously this raised the question
of "time frame" and "reasonable
time interval" between the
announcement and enforcement
of new directive, as per the SPS
Agreement of the WTO. The cited
additional parameter formed part
of the Foundational EC Directive
96/23/EC on Measures to Monitor
certain Substances and Residues
thereof in Live Animals and
Animal Products. But no
consignment prior to this was
ever tested under this directive.
As the Indian consignment was
for the first time subjected to this
examination, the EC is seen to
have bypassed both transitional
period as well as reasonable time
interval on the ground that the
commission’s decision 2002/657
EC of August 2002 was in fact a
directive for imple-mentation; and
thus criteria and procedures for
the validation of analytical
methods to ensure the quality and
comparability of analytical results
generated by official laboratories
came into practice for the first
time. In March 2003, this decision
for establishing MRPL to be used
for substances for which no
permitted limit has been

established was amended by the
decision 2002/181/EC setting
MRPLs for certain residues in
foods of animal origin.
Indian company whose
consignment was rejected had a
valid equivalence certificate
issued by the EU. Yet, there was
a “Rapid Alert” issued in EC that
went to all member states as a
routine.
Even
after
the
consignment was declared to be
meeting the additional parameter
of MRPL, the “Rapid Alert” was
neither withdrawn nor the
members de-alerted. The loss of
reputation and additional costs
incurred will take this company
longer time to recover from this
episode.
A number of e xportoriente d poultry units have
applied to developed countries
for granting “equivalence”; but
no action is being taken. For
instance, application from India
for providing equivalence has
been with EU for the last 9-10
years. The EU is not able to
process these applications due to
non-availability of staff. As an
interim me a sure, temporary
equivalence is granted on an
annual basis. All these Indian
companies have been set up
partly as export oriented units
(EOUs) and have the approval
from EU for exporting egg
pow der to the EU membe r
countries. The ground realities
in EU are therefore different
from
what
is
normally
presented; and is indeed a cause
for concern while examining SPS
implementation issues of the
WTO.
One may quote many other
examples like Shrimp export by
the EU for the developing
FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007

countries in general and
Bangladesh in particular. Some
other illustrations are: EU ban of
African peanut on the ground of
afflatoxin (a chemical causing
cancer); rejection of the fish
consignment from Kenya because
of the bacterium, which causes
cholera.
The above-mentioned case
proves that Doha Declaration and
Post Cancun concerns of WTO are
not being implemented in spirit,
and can be declared as Non-Tariff
Barrier, and not Non-Tariff
Measures.

VI. Agenda for India and
Developing Countries
The above analysis of nontariff barrie rs fa ced by the
Indian business in the foreign
markets, especially the US, EU
and Japan is not an optimistic
one . The Indian business,
continues to be hunted by a
variety of restrictions in the
form
of
sta ndards
and
compliance costs that exporting
to these markets have become a
nightmare. The question now is
how the Indian policy-makers
should respond to these
challenges. In all future WTO
negotiations, the work programme should include the
following.
• Removal of NTBs should occupy
the priority in Negotiating
Agenda
Developing countries should
insist that any negotiations on
market access are acceptable only
on a precondition that all NTBs
be removed under a fast track
approach. This can be a powerful
negotiating stand of India in the
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ongoing trade negotiations. In
fact, the fourth ministerial
conference of the WTO held in
Doha in November 2001 has
already recognized that NTBs are
an integral and equally important
part of the negotiations. The
mandate for NTBs in Doha
Development Agenda (DDA) is in
para 16 and is the responsibility
of the WTO.
One of most important
proble ms with the DDA
mandate is that it offe rs no
precise guidance on how the
NTB negotiation in the market
access group is related with
other WTO bodies such as
negotiating group on Rules and
Trade Facilitation, which are
handling non-tariff issues as part
of Doha mandate, and also the
one s
handling
non-tariff
mea sure s a s a part of their
regular work programme such
as Committee on Customs
Valuation, Committee on Rules
of Origin, and the Committee on
TBT. The open nature of the
mandate ca rrie s the risk of
conflict and overlap with the
mandate of other negotiating
groups.
• Plug loopholes in the multilateral
rules and make the system less
restrictive
A notable success has already
been achieved in controlling the
abuse of NTBs by way of
strengthening the disciplinary
rules, develop surveillance
mechanism to enforce, and offer
improved disputed settlement
mechanisms. The strengthening of
dispute settlement mechanism is
considered as one of the major
achievements of the UR. Similarly,
the Agreement on Agriculture has
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virtually made it impossible to
impose any type of QRs.
Negotiations are also continuing
in other areas such as customs
valuation,
pre-shipment
inspection, import licensing
procedures, rules of origin, TBT
and
SPS
measures.
The
underlying objective is to make
the system less restrictive
and discriminatory. Hence
suggestions for improvement of
these agreements including how
to close the holes in the
multilateral rules have to be made.
A great deal of work has already
been done3 by identifying changes
in order to make the international
practice less restrictive. These
suggested changes are worth
considering.
• Improve empirical database
The re is no good and
consistent database on NTBs.
What is available is UNCTAD’s
TRAINS database, but it has
many dra wbacks. While the
WTO notification process is yet
another source, these too have
limitations. Hence building a
sufficiently detailed inventory
of NTBs, country-wise and
commod ity-wise just as the
United States and New Zealand
has d one is a n essential
requirement for furthering
multilateral nego-tiations in this
area. USTR prepares a detailed
a nnual report that surveys
significant trade barriers to the
US exports. The latest report 4
classifies trade barriers into
different categories which cover
foreign government imposed
measures a nd policies that
restrict, prevent and impede the
US exports. The report includes
trade barriers of 56 countries/
regional blocs.
FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007

VII. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we sought to
ide ntify the problem of
negotia tion on non-tariff
ba rriers in the WTO. It also
ide ntifies the type of NTBs
facing Ind ia ’s exports in
develope d country ma rke ts.
The analysis was carried on two
distinct lines. First, we sought to
identify the type of NTBs in our
destination markets. Next, it was
supplemented by a case study
which shows how a WTOconsistent NTM has been used
a s NTB. Ba sed on the se, w e
make some observations:
First, Tariff Barriers, and
Paragraph 14 of the Annex of July
Package states, “We recognize
that NTBs are an integral and
equally important part of these
negotiations
and
instruct
participants to intensify their
work on NTBs. In particular, we
encourage all participants to make
notifications on NTBs… and to
proceed with identification,
examination, categorization, and
ultimately negotiations on NTBs.
We take note that the modalities
for addressing NTBs in these
negotiations could include
request/offer, horizontal, or
vertical approaches; and should
fully take into account the
principle of special and
differential
treatment
for
developing and least-developed
country participants”. Clearly,
there is no deadline on such
negotiations. Given the past
experience it might come as no
surprise if Doha “mandate on
NAMA” is dominated by “tariff”,
and non-tariff barriers are passed
on to other committees/groups of
the WTO, without reduction and
(Continued on page 47)
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Non-tariff Barriers will Hurt
Exports, Create Trade Imbalance,
Says Pillai
INDIA has warned rich countries against putting

up non-tariff barriers, saying it is resulting in exports
from developing nations, including India, to the
developed world becoming non-competitive, and
is also affecting developing nations’ capacity to
trade, thereby putting global trade at risk.

Non-tariff barriers are imposed as restrictions
other than tariffs and include stringent regulations
on safety, health and environment, quota
restrictions, unfair customs procedures, import bans,
etc.
Speaking at the World Trade Organization’s
(WTO) Trade Policy Review for India at Geneva,
Commerce Secretary G.K. Pillai said the non-tariff
barriers of developed countries “have had
significant impact on India’s exports since they
impose additional costs on exports.” Complying
fully with such non-tariff barriers was an impossible
task for developing countries like India, since they
did not possess adequate financial resources to
comply with the high standards, Shri Pillai added.
The Commerce Secretary also criticized
developed nations for restricting developing
nations’ access to their markets through “some legal
and not so legal” protectionist measures. Lowincome countries face tariffs three-four times higher
than the barriers applied in trade between highincome countries, Pillai said, adding, developing
countries account for less than one-third of
developed country’s imports but for two-thirds of
tariff revenues collected.
He also said even after more than two decades
of rapid trade growth, the pattern of trade remains

highly skewed in favour of the developed world,
owing to such non-tariff barriers. “High-income
countries representing 15 per cent of the world’s
population still account for two-thirds of the world’s
exports,” he pointed out.
Citing the Human Development Report of 2005, Shri
Pillai said though developed countries often
emphasize the virtues of open markets, level-playing
field and free trade in their prescriptions for poor
countries, at the same time they maintain a
formidable array of protectionist barriers against
developing countries.
The WTO’s Doha Development Round could
partially correct this imbalance in trade, Shri Pillai
said, adding, “India is concerned about the slow
pace of negotiations. While the suspended talks
have resumed, the political will on the part of
developed countries is still not evident. Unless the
development dimension of the Doha Round is met
and the developing countries prosper, global trade
will always be at risk.”
(The Financial Express, 24 May 2007)

“Remove Trade Barriers between
India and Pakistan”
REMOVAL of tariff and non-tariff barriers between

India and Pakistan can take bilateral trade to $9
billion in a short time frame, according to Mr.
Muhammad Nasir Khan, President, Islamabad
Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
While interacting with members of the PHD
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Mr. Khan said
that tariff and non-tariff barriers have contributed
to diversion of trade to unorganized channels.
“Removing trade barriers and opening of trade
will pose serious challenges for our industry but if

FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007
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we can survive competition with China, Germany and
Japan, we can co-exist with India as well,” he said.
Underscoring the need for promoting regional
trade, Mr. Khan said that the two political
leaderships should make SAFTA a potent force for
the economic uplift of the whole region. Mr. Khan
observed that the Wagah/Attari border should be
opened for road and rail cargo traffic, which can
catalyze the two-way trade.
Mr. Khan also urged the Indian Government to
do away with the Bureau of Indian Standards’
norms for importing essential commodities like
wheat or cement from Pakistan.
Two-way trade between India and Pakistan has
reached a record figure of $977.03 million (AprilOctober 2006). This comprises India’s exports to
Pakistan valued at $789.13 million and India’s
imports from Pakistan valued at $187.90 million.
(The Hindu Business Line, 27 April 2007)

India Wants Removal of Non-Tariff
Barriers in Agriculture
INDIA has joined the chorus in criticizing the EU’s
non-tariff barriers (NTBs) and SPS issues, and
market access in agriculture at the WTO Trade Policy
Review of the EC.

According to the WTO Secretariat report, the
EC’s agriculture policies were a matter of concern
with its protection by a complex tariff structure, high
tariffs, tariff quotas of which some were not filled,
and high levels of domestic support and export
subsidies.
In its intervention India informed the WTO of
its steady, significant intensification of strategic
partners dialogue and of a proposed agreement on
trade and investment between India and the EU.
The negotiations of which could commence shortly
and “open vast opportunities for businesses on both
sides.”
The EC is one of the largest sources of FDI from
India. It is not only India’s largest trading partner,
it accounts for almost a quarter of India’s exports
and imports. In 2005 India-Europe trade was around
40 billion euros, EU’s exports to India grew by 23.8
per cent, and EU imports from India by 16.2 per
cent as compared to 2004.
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India stated that it has submitted written
questions to the EC for clarification on some of its
trade policies, however mentioned that Indian
agriculture exporters continue to suffer on account
of NTBs and SPS issues.
It pointed out that in market access several
instances had been brought to the Indian
government’s notice by Indian exporters of meat &
meat products, marine products, milk products, egg
products, Basmati, mushrooms, frozen, lack of intra
EU harmonization of standards, which impede
exports from India to the EC.
India stated that it seeks dismantling of these
non-tariff barriers to enable it increase access to the
European markets for Indian exporters. India also
focused on the EC restrictive policy on services
which it urged to take urgent steps to address.
India stated that despite its advantage of young
population, complemented by a vast network of
academic infrastructure and educated, Englishspeaking talent, India’s opportunities with the EC
in trade services sector are hindered by issues
relating to Mode 4, the imposition of unclear ENTs,
domestic regulations, territorial requirement to set
up business, residence requirements, and
discriminatory tax treatment.
(The Economic Times, 11 March 2007)

Non-Tariff Barriers Impede
Pharma Exports to China
NON-TARIFF barriers in the form of procedural,

legal and cultural barriers are a major deterrent to
Indian pharmaceutical exports to China, according
to a FICCI survey. Based on the feedback from
pharma exporting companies, the survey highlighted
the need for streamlining customs procedures as
well as making efficient and effective use of
technology for electronic data interface in customs
administration and information exchange.
In the last three years, Indian pharmaceutical
exports to the US, Europe, Africa and South America
have grown by 19 per cent year-on-year while India’s
exports to China have grown at 3 per cent. In absolute
numbers, Indian pharma exports to China have grown
from $94 million in 2002-03 to $109 million in 2004-05.
This accounts for barely 2-3 per cent of Indian exports
of drugs and pharmaceuticals to the world.

FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007
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According to the survey, the expensive and
time consuming procedures for product and
company registration and for procuring import
drug licence are major trade barriers. Besides the
official cost of $7,000 per product, they can cost
anywhere between $20,000 to $40,000 per
product. It may take 18 months to three years to
procure an Import Drug Licence.
Tough banking procedures for foreign players,
particularly for remittance of foreign exchange, is
also identified by the survey as a non-tariff trade
barrier. Long customs procedures, re-inspections and
discriminatory packaging and labelling regulations
that even specify the colour used for packaging,
result in delays and higher costs and most of all
consume energy and patience.
The survey has recommended that these barriers
should be identified and addressed and both India
and China should work to remove them in a time
bound framework. Easier trade financing and
greater cooperation between the Exim banks of the
two countries would also work to the benefit of
trade between the two countries.
(The Economic Times, 29 January 2007)

Sri Lanka Seeks Removal of
Non-Tariff Barriers to Trade
MAKING a strong plea for removal of stringent

non-tariff barriers, Sri Lankan Minister of Export
Development and International Trade, G.L. Peiris
said restrictions can slow things down and
undermine the confidence of the business
community.
Such barriers were hurting trade between India
and the island nation. “NTB shakes the confidence
and acts as a wet blanket,” said the Minister, on the
eve of the business meet and awareness programme
on Free Trade Agreement between India and Sri
Lanka. Admitting that restrictions cannot be
removed immediately, he said it has to make a
gradual exit.
Talks between India and Sri Lanka on the
Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement
(CEPA) was going on and the two sides expect to
conclude the negotiation process by middle of this
year, he said, adding that review of the negative
lists and rules of origin was underway.

The Indo-Lankan Free Trade Agreement had
contributed immensely to Sri Lankan economy. In
2000, while Indo-Sri Lanka trade was US$670
million, in 2006 it touched US$2 billion. Indian
investment in the island nation was US$4 million in
1999, while it rose to US$115 million in 2006.
India emerged as the third largest export market
for Sri Lanka in 2006 accounting for about 7.2 per
cent of Lanka’s total exports. Overtaking Japan,
India became the largest supplier of Sri Lankan
imports in 2001 and continues to remain at the same
position. In 2006, around 18.5 per cent of Lanka’s
total imports was from India.
(www.zeenews.com/articles.asp)

Non-tariff Barriers could Slow Down
Indian Export Wagon
F ORGET the India-EU discord in agriculture/

manufactured goods trade as reflected in the
ongoing WTO talks. What should really worry New
Delhi is the alacrity with which the 25-member bloc
is building non-tariff barriers (NTBs) to thwart or
slow Indian advances in its markets.
NTBs by EU include labelling norms, sanitary
and phytosanitary (SPS) conditions (involving the
use of pesticides), testing and certification
requirements, apart from labour and environment
standards. These are not just adds-on to the antidumping/anti-subsidy actions that EU unfailingly
initiates against India, but are at the core of EU’s
protectionist trade policy. More than serving the
ostensible purposes of consumer safety and ethical
manufacturing/business practices, NTBs, thanks to
their frequent abuse, are increasingly becoming an
impediment to global trade.
NTBs by the West take sundry hues and
constantly re-invent themselves. Full compliance
with the NTBs is, therefore, nearly an impossible
task. Not only governments, individual importers
in the EU, too, often formulate NTB-like conditions,
inflating the cost of Indian exporters and causing
them to incur losses. (According to an UNCTAD
Survey, about 80 per cent of the standards for goods
imposed on developing countries were voluntary,
and initiated by the private sector.)
Having realized the futility of taking up cases
of indefensible NTBs with the EU authorities, the

FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007
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Indian Government has changed track. Says a senior
Commerce Department official, “In the multilateral
fora, there are no effective remedies for untenable
NTBs. We will have to fight them out bilaterally,
which, again, has proved to be ineffective. The best
way (to counter NTBs) is to erect NTBs
domestically,” said the official. There are over 2,000
notified NTBs in the world. NTBs by EU outnumber
those by the rest of the world.

reducing non-tariff barriers are essential to the
deepening of trade liberalization.

During 2004, the EU-India trade jumped to 33
billion euros, registering an increase of 17 per cent.
Although, the EU is India’s largest trading partner,
India accounts for just 1.7 per cent of total EU trade.
Of course, India-EU trade is almost evenly balanced,
but the aggressive use of NTBs, coupled with other
adverse actions (like unfavourable GSP regime that
EU threatens to impose) could skew the trade in
EU’s favour.

such as plant and animal health requirements and
technical regulations in OECD countries is raising
concerns that they are being used for purposes of
trade protection. Developing, emerging and
transition economies are particularly concerned
with this trend. They have not increased their
market share for food and agricultural products in
OECD countries since the Uruguay Round
Agreement on Agriculture came into force in 1995.

The most dramatic effect of EU’s NTBs are on
exports of agricultural products from developing
countries. In addition, there are more than a dozen
quality standards in EU that apply to developing
country agricultural products. Considering that
small farmers who lack the financial muscle to
comply with the standards form the chunk of India’s
agriculture sector, the EU norms could indeed hit
India’s global trade.

The OECD’s Agricultural Policies in Emerging and
Transition Economies 2001 assesses the impact of nontariff mechanisms on developing, transition and
emerging economies and the possible use of these
measures as instruments of trade protection. The
publication explores the economic and legal
implications of technical measures, legislation on
intellectual property rights, and customs procedures
among other mechanisms affecting global trade.

(www.financialexpress.com)

Such measures have a particularly significant
effect on non-OECD countries that have difficulty
in complying with new or higher standards and in
ensuring that their concerns are reflected in the
formulation and application of the WTO rules.
Technical assistance can help in improving the ability
of policy-makers and trade negotiators in nonOECD countries to understand and respond to nontariff measures. But such assistance needs to be
complemented by a greater opening of OECD
markets to non-OECD agricultural products.

Trade Policies and Non-Tariff
Barriers
TRADE Policies: Guiding principles that govern the

matters concerning trade.

Non-tariff Barriers: All means or situation other than
common tariffs that may prevent achieving cheaper
and faster trade flows.
Non-tariff barriers, which may be under the
umbrella of special standards and/or technical
requirements, hinder trade and lower social welfare.
Disguised protectionist trade policies and non-tariff
barriers seriously enhance conformity costs, which
leads to higher deadweight loss of social welfare
than the equivalent tariff barriers. The resulting
transaction cost may reach the choking level that
practically eliminates potential trade partners, in
particular the small vulnerable ones, from the
market. Increasing trade policy transparency and
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(www.gfptt.org/Entities/Topic)

Non-tariff Barriers Threaten
Exports from Emerging and
Transition Economies
THE rapid increase in the use of non-tariff measures

Further, Agricultural Policies in Emerging and
Transition Economies 2001 contains the latest Producer
Support Estimates for Russia and EU accession
candidates showing that levels of support remain
well below the OECD average. It also reviews policy
trends and prospects for some major non-OECD
countries whose agricultural sectors and markets
are of particular importance, including Brazil, China,
India, Russia and South Africa.

FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007
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Looking Beyond Tariffs:
The Role of Non-Tariff Barriers
in World Trade
DESPITE all the talk of globalization, the world

economy is still far from the textbook model of
unfettered trade, of a global market place without
barriers. As far as trade in goods is concerned, nontariff barriers at and behind the border have been
lowered significantly in the course of successive
trade negotiations, but more can be done. This is
the message conveyed by the Doha Development
Agenda, the mandate of which includes negotiations
to further improve market access for nonagricultural products.
The studies in this volume review concerns that
exporters and governments have raised about market
access. This publication analyzes where and why
certain non-tariff measures are being applied to traded
goods that are covered by multilateral rules and
disciplines, and how they continue to represent
challenges for exporters and policy-makers. The
specific measures examined are prohibitions and
quotas, non-automatic import licensing schemes,
customs fees & charges and export restrictions. By
drawing together available recent data and other
information, this volume expands the knowledge base
of policy-makers, negotiators and anyone interested
in learning about the use of these measures across
countries, applicable international trade rules and
remaining market access issues.
(www.oecd.org)

Trade Negotiators must Focus on
Non-Tariff Barriers
EVEN as most of the draft proposals on the Cancun

Ministerial of the WTO relating to the NTBs and
other market access barriers both under agricultural
goods and non-agricultural goods are consigned to
the backburner, an official report on NTBs has
highlighted the gap in these areas and sought the
focus being shifted on them in the negotiations on
market access.
Export Promotion Councils and Commodity
Boards to whom the Economic Division of the
Ministry of Commerce has referred its earlier report
on the subject told the Business Line that the revised

version could be valuable inputs for trade
negotiators from India to highlight the seriousness
of the barriers to trade particularly of the
developing world.
The latest official revised report on the subject
has said that about 35 per cent of India’s total exports
to the US in value terms confronted NTBs in 2002
and so is the case with the incidence of NTBs in
regard to India’s exports to other developed
countries such as the European Union and Japan. It
said the number of cases of non-tariff measures
slapped by the US since 1999 remained the highest,
constituting 87 per cent share in the total number of
cases of NTMs imposed at eight-digit level of
commodity classification. This shows that “there is
concrete evidence to show that NTMs started to
increase when tariffs start falling.”
Citing how some NTBs in the US related to
rigorous standards and technical requirements
affecting different sectors and commodities, the
report said Indian shrimp and prawn exported to
the US are subject to random checking and the
Federal Drug Administration rejects the
consignment of such shrimp and prawn on three
counts, viz. Salmonella, filth and decomposition.
Similarly, US allows import of pepper from India
only with Indian Export Inspection Authority’s
certificate. The exporters have to bear the charges
of inspection at 0.4 per cent by value of goods, while
for other trading partners of the US such as Vietnam,
Indonesia, Malaysia, pepper is allowed entry
without such certificate from the respective
countries.
Again, yarn exports to the US confront adverse
conversion factor. The US quota is in square metre
equivalent (SME). But the yarn is exported in
kilograms. The standard conversion factor from kg
to SME for yarns creates hurdles in exports of yarn
since the quota utilization is more in such cases.
Referring to NTBs on sanitary and
phytosantiary (SPS) conditions, the report said in
the case of the EU, when a consignment is reported
to be rejected by a member country, neither the
reports nor the method of testing is intimated to
the exporters, even on demand. To compound the
difficulty of exporters, there is no appeal provision
in the EU cargo norms and cargo is not returned to
the exporters.

FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007
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In the case of Japan, squid, seaweed, mackerel,
Sardine, Herring and Scallop are subject to import
quotas in Japan and many vitamins are treated as
foods, calling for rigorous application of SPS
measures. Again, processed food imports into Japan
are affected by the Japanese standards affecting food
additives, even though these additives might be
generally recognized as safe elsewhere.

NTBs: As a Strategy to Hamper
International Trade
C OUNTRIES are increasingly using non-tariff

The report has drawn attention to the reported
presence of pesticide residues in Indian spice exports
to Australia. Analytical results obtained in
laboratories in India and those in Australia vary
for the same shipment. The current maximum
residual levels (MRLs) for spices seem to be too
stringent, putting paid to the effort of spice exporters
to this country.

Non-tariff barriers include “non-science based
sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) standards, customs
procedures, government monopolies and lack of
transparency in regulations,” USTR said in a news
release announcing publication of the “2002 National
Trade Estimate (NTE) Report on Foreign Trade
Barriers.”

Stating that the number of countries practizing
NTBs and technical barriers to trade (TBT) is on
the ascendant, the Report said Singapore
Government has introduced the Singapore
Consumer Protection (Safety Requirements)
Regulations 2002, under which all suppliers
(domestic or foreign) of controlled goods in
hardware sector must be registered with the Safety
Authority as registered suppliers. What is more
bothering is that before approaching the Safety
Authority, the supplier has to approach the
Conformity Assessment Body to get a certificate of
conformity and then apply for registration of the
product, putting the Indian exporters to undergo
the tortuous drill for registration.
The report points out that there are genuine and
non-genuine NTBs and WTO-compatible and WTOincompatible NTBs. The genuine NTBs have to be
accepted while protectionist ones need to be
negotiated. India and other developing countries
should also plead that some provisions in the WTO
related to SPS and TBT conditions should be
modified to ensure that they are not used as
protectionist ploys.
Finally, the report forcibly argued that given the
overt link between removal of tariffs and increase in
NTBs and the existence of tariff peak for items with
NTBs and of export interest to countries like India,
any negotiations on market access should incorporate
the pre-condition of elimination of NTBs under “a
fast track approach,” the sources said.
(www.thehindubusinessline.com)
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barriers “as a strategy to hamper international
trade,” the Office of the US Trade Representative
(USTR) said in its annual report on barriers to US
goods and services exports.

The report cites specific examples of non-tariff
barriers such as the Canadian Wheat Board
monopoly on the purchase, sale and distribution of
Canadian wheat, Mexico’s policies preventing
competition in its international telecommunications
market, Japan’s use of “standards or other
administrative requirements” to limit agricultural
imports, the European Union ban on US hormonetreated beef and China’s use of standards and
sanitary requirements to create import barriers.
The survey covers the practices of 55 major US
trading partners in all regions of the world and
profiles policies restricting market access, as well
as deficiencies in intellectual property rights
protection, and investment barriers.
USTR said the continued existence of trade
barriers underscores the importance of the new
round of multilateral trade negotiations launched
last November in Doha, Qatar. “These negotiations
are an opportunity for governments to reduce, and
eventually eliminate, barriers to trade,” according
to a USTR news release.
(www.ustr.gov)

ASEAN to Look at Reducing
Non-Tariff Barriers: Official
A SEAN should consider reducing non-tariff

barriers within the region to ensure a free flow of
trade among its member countries, a senior ASEAN
official said in Kuala Lumpur.
Malaysian International Trade and Industry
Minister Rafidah Aziz made the remarks after
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chairing the 20th ASEAN Free Trade Area Council
(AFTA) meeting in Kuala Lumpur.
Ministers endorsed a Work Programme on
Elimination of Non-tariff Barriers earlier at the
council meeting, Ms. Rafidah said at a joint press
conference with ASEAN Secretary-General Ong
Keng Yong.
Ministers have agreed to urge senior officials
to identify, classify and review some of those nontariff barriers and present their study as well as
necessary suggestions to the next AFTA council
meeting, said Ms. Rafidah.
Meanwhile, she acknowledged reducing nontariff barriers is a complicated task, as some of those
barriers are enshrined in laws, and even
constitutions of some member countries of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).
“We cannot ask the respective country to change
its constitution in order to remove these (non-tariff
barriers),” said the minister frankly.
(www.english.people.com)

Global Framework of Europe
THE Global Europe Framework of 2006 argued that

trade policy can make a key contribution to growth
and jobs in Europe by ensuring that European
companies remain competitive and that they have
genuine access to the export markets they need.
In fact, EU business relies on growing markets
abroad to fuel economic growth and jobs at home.
We therefore need to ensure that European
companies are able to compete fairly in those markets.
Europe’s first and clearest priority in
maintaining open global markets is through its
commitment to the WTO, the multilateral trading
system and the Doha Round. Progressive global
liberalization is not only the most effective way of
creating an open trading system, but it is the only
way that genuinely delivers for all, developing and
developed countries alike.
While the GATT and the WTO have been
remarkably effective in removing tariff barriers to
trade, and has moved into areas such as the policing
of sanitary restrictions on trade, there are still many
areas where WTO rules need to be developed and
evolve in order to address non-tariff barriers.

The nature of barriers to trade in the global
economy has changed. Where market access once
focused on border tariffs, non-tariff and other
“behind the border” barriers in the markets of our
trading partners are increasingly important. These
new types of barriers are more complicated,
technically challenging and time consuming to
detect, analyze and remove.
“We need to ensure that European companies
are able to compete fairly in growing markets
abroad”. Thus, a renewed policy on market access
that focuses on particular problems or markets is
an essential part of the EU’s wider strategy.
This Communication proposes a stronger
partnership to deliver market access between the
Commission, Member States, and business. It sets out
a clearer, more result-oriented approach that focuses
on concrete problems that EU businesses face in third
country markets. It foresees a greater decentralization
of the current system and better use of local
knowledge and initiative through the development
of locally based EU Market Access Teams drawn from
Commission Delegations, Member State Embassies
and business organizations. It also asks if we could
better prioritize the use of our capacities to ensure
that, while all market access complaints are properly
considered, the EU targets the most pressing
problems.
The success of this initiative will depend on the
strength of the new partnership that we are able to
establish, dedicating sufficient resources to it, and
making best use of these resources that we bring,
collectively, to the project.
(Ec.Europe.eu/trade/issues)

India to Lift Tariff Barriers from
Bangladeshi Goods
INDIA will remove tariff and non-tariff barriers

from Bangladeshi goods and import two million
pieces of readymade garments duty free as a friendly
gesture to its eastern neighbour.
India will also remove restrictions from the
import of cosmetics from Bangladesh and make the
Sealdah-Joydevpur passenger train service
operational to strengthen communications, Shri
Pranab Mukherjee, India’s External Affairs Minister,
announced. He was in Dhaka to invite Bangladesh
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to the 14th South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC) Summit in New Delhi on
April 3-4-2007.
Both Dhaka and New Delhi agreed to take steps
to place bilateral relations on an “irreversible higher
trajectory”.
His Bangladeshi counterpart, Foreign Affairs
Adviser Iftekhar Ahmed Chowdhury, told the
media that India had already declared withdrawal
of non-tariff barriers to trade and would issue a
notification to this effect. “It will be beneficial for
all SAARC countries.”
(www.earthtimes.org)

EU to Tackle ‘Hidden’
Trade Barriers
THE European Union (EU) has

adopted a new
policy on market access, focusing on obstacles to
trade in markets like China and India. Central to
this policy is tackling “hidden” trade barriers around
the world in an effort to build export opportunities
for European firms.
EU Trade Commissioner Peter Mandelson said
trade barriers cost European firms 20 billion euros
(13 billion pounds) a year in China alone.
Announcing changes to its 11-year-old strategy
on market access, Brussels said it would focus on
key issues such as protecting intellectual property
rights and ensuring stricter enforcement of global
and bilateral trade rules.
The EU trade chief said the focus of the new
strategy would be on eliminating “new and complex
trade and investment barriers and distortions” that
deter European companies from selling their goods
and services abroad. Non-tariff barriers include the
application of technical standards that increase
import costs and red tape such as over-zealous
customs procedures. “We need to ensure that
European companies are able to compete fairly in
those markets,” said Mr. Mandelson.
A European Commission study said that
compared to past years when slashing and
abolishing tariffs was a priority, the EU now wanted
to tackle non-tariff barriers and “behind-the-border
regulatory issues,” which were harder to identify
and often complex to address. In recent years, the
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EU has been involved in protracted and high-profile
trade disputes with the US, China and India.
(Centad News, May 2007)

Implications of Non-Tariff
Trade Barriers
I T can, no doubt, be argued that

the aura
surrounding free trade can be blinding at times, with
the general focus being on tariffs and tariff barriers
and, if they are not imposed, then the general logic
seems to indicate that there are no barriers to trade,
or free trade, as it were.
As with anything else in life, trade has an element
of smoke and mirrors. Just because it is not clearly
visible does not mean that it does not exist. What is
being talked about is non-tariff barriers (NTBs). There
are various types of NTBs in existence today, namely
quotas, quality and health specifications, and so on.
Essentially, these measures are employed to restrict
– and, sometimes, prevent – trade. The difficulty with
NTBs is that they are not as prominent as tariff barriers
and, thus, people tend not to take account of their
existence. It is not that people do not do their home
work sufficiently –rather, it is often exceedingly
difficult to uncover their existence.
So, while the World Trade Organization (WTO)
is on its crusade of tariff liberalization, its real
challenge has been developing quietly – NTBs. There
have been a number of studies of late that have
noted, and expressed concern, in respect of the
increased use of NTBs. Even the WTO has admitted
that it too will need to consider the implications of
the increased use of NTBs. That is not enough – the
WTO also needs to look at measures to address their
increased use, otherwise all the gains of trade
liberalization could well be nullified. NTBs have the
potential to impede the progress made in respect of
trade liberalization.
There is a need to look at measures to protect our
markets against trading partners which provide us
with the promise of tariff liberalization, but continue
to restrict our access to their markets through the use
of non-tariff barriers. In basic economics, trade needs
to be mutually beneficial, but the use of NTBs by one
party is not conducive to this.
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Non-Tariff Barriers – Their Prevalence and
Relevance for African Countries by Andrew
Mold, ATPC Work in Progress No. 25, African
Trade Policy Centre, October 2005.

ACCORDING to this ATPC paper, meaningful
market access requires a reduction in all kinds of
barriers to trade. In this context, it is commonly
argued that in the aftermath of the Uruguay Round
of the GATT negotiations, “core” non-tariff barriers
(NTBs) to trade had fallen considerably. Here the
term “core” NTBs refers to the use of non-automatic
licensing, quotas and tariff quotas, voluntary export
restraints and price control measures.
In recent years, however, there has been a
resurgence of concern about the application of NTBs,
especially regarding the use of a “new generation”
of import controls by the industrialized nations such
as antidumping measures and phytosanitary, labour
and environmental standards. Moreover, the
implementation of these measures come with
another serious dimension, as revealed in the
parallel concern that the target of these new
generation NTBs is no longer essentially other
industrialized nations – but the target increasingly
seems to be the developing nations.
This is certainly the case with the Newly
Industrializing Countries (NICs) and developing
countries with enormous export capacity like China
and India. This study has also undertaken evidence
gathering to reveal that along with these nations,
the African continent has also been at the receiving
end of such NTBs.
Therefore, through this paper, the authors try
to outline the most important NTBs facing African
countries, and in a way, try to quantify their effects
on these countries. All the analysis is based on

empirical evidences which go a long way to
summarize the impact. Then, policy advice is
subsequently drawn on the need for the African
countries to be more vigilant on these issues in future
negotiations of the World Trade Organization
(WTO).
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) countries are often justified
in implementing increasingly strict standards as a
response to growing consumer pressure for safer
goods. But at the same time, it is not very easy to
square such arguments with the tendency in many
industrialized countries of poor enforcement and
in some cases, actual relaxation of domestic food
and environmental safety standards.
Regarding anti-dumping measures, sub-Saharan
African (SSA) countries have suffered tremendously
from the impact of dumping by firms based in Quad
countries (Quad countries are Canada, the European
Union, Japan and the United States), exporting
subsidized products to their markets.
Yet, with the exception of South Africa, not a
single case of dumping has been brought against a
Quad country for these practices. This has ample
evidence to suggest that the WTO anti-dumping
legislation is not completely apolitical and efficient
in terms of enforcing such norms.
The paper comes up with an array of suggestions
to make anti-dumping law more effective and less
biased towards the interests of developing countries.
Developing countries are also increasingly facing
labour or environmental standards imposed from
outside, particularly those linked to trade and
market access agreements.
In terms of the countries in discussion, the
paper is of the view that the key challenge for
African countries is to strike a balance between
adequate national legislation and avoiding covert
protectionism through excessive regulation. On
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the rules of origin, the paper reviews a number
of recent studies which show how the
effectiveness of preferential market access
agreements are undermined by the inclusion of
strict rules of origin.
Finally, African countries are not only victims
of the growing prevalence of NTBs – they are also
prone to using NTBs themselves to keep out exports
of other African countries. The paper argues that
African countries have applied NTBs in a way that
deeply damages the prospects for intra-regional
trade.
The content of the paper explore in an interesting
way these two dimensions to NTBs in Africa – those
that threaten African exports to the industrialized
countries, and those that impede trade among
regional groupings within Africa.
(www.uneca.org/atpc/Work%20in%20progress/25.pdf)

Non-Tariff Barriers as a Test of Political
Economy Theories by Philip I. Levy, Centre
Discussion Paper No. 852, Economic Growth
Centre, Yale University, February 2003.

THIS paper provides a rough test of a broad and
prominent class of political economy of trade models
and finds them wanting.
With the help of many models of political
economy in which theories deal exclusively with
tariffs, the theories feature governments with
weighted social welfare functions, whether the
government is the single domestic player or there
are other players involved, the government
ultimately acts as a unitary player in international
dealings holding constant the domestic price while
worsening the terms of trade. Recent work has also
shown that such unitary actors care exclusively about
terms of trade in international negotiations.
The author use the structure of United States
protection to argue that governments consistently
choose instruments that sacrifice terms of trade, thus
casting doubt on the unitary approach. This is
particularly relevant in terms of non-tariff barriers
(NTBs). In fact, NTBs are so prevalent relative to
tariffs that more elaborate empirical tests of theories
of tariff levels consider NTBs as dependent variable.
These NTBs often are structured in such a way as
to worsen the terms of trade.
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The author argues in the paper that the
prevalence of non-tariff barriers that sacrifice
potential terms of trade gain constitutes a more
fundamental challenge to the framework of political
economy. Therefore, the suggestion as alternative
come in the form of VER to any other form of tariff.
(www.econ.yale.edu/growth_pdf/cdp852.pdf)

Non-Tariff Barriers and NAMA Negotiations:
Developing India’s Negotiating Position
by Parashar Kulkarni, Hong Kong Series,
Centre for Trade and Development (Centad),
September 2005.

AS

tariffs are going down, most countries have
concurrently used other forms of protection to
restrict imports. Though there are rules and
guidelines that govern the conditions under which
trade restrictions may be applied, they often provide
legal space/loopholes to engage in protectionism.
The paper embarks on a preliminary exercise to
provide inputs for India’s position on NTBs within
NAMA. India’s various submissions and
notifications to NGMA, non-Indian submissions and
notifications to the NGMA, committee reports, and
studies conducted on NTBs faced by India,
corporate submissions, NGO submissions, work
done by development organizations and their
departments such as UNCTAD, and a plethora of
literature from reliable sources have formed the
basis for this analysis.
There are various issues which the paper
discusses. It deals with the current state of play
in NTBs within NAMA negotiations and several
other dimensions, through which it enumerates
India’s NTB concerns. These are represented with
the listing of India’s notifications submitted to
the NGMA.
Since NBTs are universal in nature, the broad
macro-economic imperatives influencing India’s
negotiating position are also discussed. India and
many emerging economies are competing with
developed countries in value added products hence
it would be shortsighted to restrict India’s
negotiating position to products of interest to
developing countries.
With the growing adoption of corporate social
responsibility, voluntary initiatives are creating
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barriers; however development gains from such
voluntary initiatives are immense, and India should
work with them and not oppose them by including
them in its proposals. Also, some NTBs such as
sourcing codes used by the private sector are simply
beyond the scope of WTO jurisdiction and this
should be respected.
The paper, in its different sections, handles
issues like why India’s NTBs emerging out of nongovernment measures and trade facilitation should
be left out of NAMA, the existing modalities for
dealing with NTBs and India’s negotiating
positions.
Along with various positions in the negotiating
system, this paper also gives particular attention to
India’s proposals in the TF negotiations. From
available information, it seems evident that India
intends to use TF negotiations to address its major
NTBs, namely procedural concerns in TBT and SPS.
While this is a good move, one should be wary of
over-burdening the TF agenda, and distribute NTBs
within TF and NAMA.
(http://ssrn.com/abstract=853925)

Non-Tariff Barriers and India’s Exports: The
Case of ASEAN and Sri Lanka by Mohammed
Saqib & Nisha Taneja, Working Paper No. 165,
Indian Council for Research on International
Economic Relations, July 2005.

THE objective of the present study is to identify
non-tariff barriers in Sri Lanka and the ASEAN
which constitute major impediments to India’s
exports and the focus of the study is also on how
such barriers could be dealt with within the FTA
framework.
The current study deals with the measures. The
first group of discussion is technical barriers to trade,
and sanitary and phytosanitary measure such as
product standards, process standards, certifications,
registration and testing procedures, packaging,
mark-up, labeling, language barriers and
environmental barriers. The second group comprises
other non-tariff measures which includes import
quotas, licensing, exchange and other financial
controls, prohibitions, discriminatory bilateral
agreements, variable levies, advance deposit
requirements, anti-dumping duties, subsidies and
other aids, government procurement policies,

government industrial policy and regional
development measures, competition policies,
immigration policies, customs procedures and
administrative practices.
While the focus of the study will be largely on
the first group of technical barriers to trade and
sanitary and phytosanitary measures, care is taken
to elicit information on the other barriers as well so
that a holistic approach to barriers to trade can be
achieved.
So far research on non-tariff barriers faced by
Indian exports has focused on developed countries,
namely European Union and the US. Against this
backdrop, the paper demands that it is one of its
kind studies so far on non-tariff barriers faced by
exporters exporting to ASEAN and Sri Lanka.
The writers use two approaches for measuring
the incidence of non-tariff measures applicable to
Indian exports by the countries specified by using
secondary data and through a survey of exporters.
While the first approach measures the extent of
application of non-tariff measures, the second
approach helps in identifying barriers faced in the
application of such measures.
The survey approach has been used to elicit
information on - extent of non-tariff barriers
faced by exporters, measures adopted by them
to comply with standards and regulations, and
expenses incurred to meet such standards and
regulations
Further, in cases where NTBs have been
identified, detailed case studies have been used to
understand the nature and depth of the perceived
NTBs by exporters.
(icrier.org/pdf/wp165.pdf)

Preference Erosion, Government Revenues
and Non-Tariff Trade Barriers by Bob Fisher,
The World Economy, Vol. 29 No. 10, October
2006, pp. 1377-1393.

THIS paper discusses the significance of the fact
that those developing countries, which were
benefiting from developed country unilateral trade
preferences might have to witness a different
situation in the aftermath of the Doha Round tariff
cuts. The cuts might erode the value of those
preferences.
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Earlier conducted studies bring in ample
evidence that the impact of preference erosion
would be minimal for most developing countries.
But this might be a matter of concern for a small
subset of middle-income and least-developed
countries.

evidence, which all make modelling their effects
more complicated. This poses also particular
difficulties to Computable General Equilibrium
(CGE) modelling, traditionally more comfortable
in dealing with policies that have direct effects on
prices.

Here the matter becomes a concern for WTO
member countries also, and they should address
affected countries concerns. This can be achieved
through tailoring WTO tariff negotiations to lessen
adjustment pressures and providing development
assistance.

The paper tries to address this lacuna in policy
analysis of NTBs and contributes to fill up this
analysis gap. It provides a quantification of the
impact of liberalization of non-tariff barriers (NTBs)
at the global level, using recent data from the World
Bank and UNCTAD.

On the other hand, developing countries also
are anxious that lower tariffs will reduce
government revenues. Dependence on tariff revenue
is diminishing and trade liberalization need not
result in lower total tax revenues or even lower
customs revenues. Much depends on a country’s
current tariff and trade regime, its tax structure and
its overall economic structure. At some point, a
country does need to broaden its tax base and look
to other revenue sources to offset declining tariff
revenues. Tax reform, therefore, complements trade
reform.

The model used is significantly larger than in
any previous studies. For purpose of analysis, the
study uses a 27-sector and 26-region aggregation
based on the GTAP 6 database. However, this
research essentially focuses on methodological
questions related to the treatment of NTBs in CGE
models with a focus on the GTAP model. The main
message is that serious modelling efforts remain to
be undertaken in order to make CGE modelling a
useful policy tool to analyze NTBs. A promising
route that could be pursued is the one opened by
recent trade models offering a treatment of the
extensive margin of trade.

The article discusses further that NTBs might
be the foremost important area of concern in this
regard, since even after a long existence, NTBs still
remain a thorny issue for WTO and its member
countries.
(http://ssrn.com/abstract=938863)

Non-Tariff Barriers in a Non-Tariff World
by Marco Fugazza and Jean-Christophe Maur,
OECD Economics Department, Working Paper
No. 179, July 2006.

THE article draws attention to the fact that with
ever diminishing tariffs, especially in developed
countries’ markets, the focus of trade policy makers
and analysts is logically turning towards non-tariff
barriers.
In terms of policy decisions to dismantle these
barriers and in analyzing the impact of this on the
economy, so far little has been attempted and
achieved in these directions. For the economic and
business analyst, tackling non-tariff barriers pose
many additional challenges because of their diverse
and complex nature, and the lack of available
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Since this is a first attempt to investigate a truly
global general equilibrium modeling of the costs of
NTBs, keeping in view the importance it has gained
in terms of policy analysis, significant recent
advances in better survey of NTBs have been
undertaken here, and thus, this paper also leaves
many questions unanswered which should form a
sizeable future agenda for research.
The author indicates that issues of making
GTAP modelling more compatible with the
empirical data, including resolving issues around
aggregation and compatibility of theoretical
approaches underpinning the empirical and GTAP
work can be a prominent and important area of
future research in this category. Moreover,
refining the GTAP modelling to better reflect the
nature of NTBs, including introducing imperfect
competition, and domestic effects of NTBs in
order to elicit policy responses may also be an
area of further research.
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Non-Tariff Measures Affecting EU Exports:
Evidence from a Complaints-Inventory
by Peter Walkenhorst and Fliess Barbara,
Economics Department Working Papers No. 373,
OECD, December 2003.

E VALUATING

the importance of non-tariff
measures (NTMs) affecting imports remains a major
challenge and this study reports evidence on the
prevalence of NTMs based on an inventory of
business complaints.
The data source used for discussion in this article
has the advantage of drawing on experiences of
economic agents that are directly involved in trading
activities, of containing information on “behind the
border measures”, and of covering procedural
aspects of NTMs.
The analysis resulting suggests that natural
resource based industries, such as agriculture and
food, mining, and textiles, are most strongly
affected by NTMs relative to their export volumes.
Among all other NTMs, certification procedures,
quantity control measures, and technical regulations
are the types of NTM most frequently complained
about.
Also, complaints about domestic governance
practices, such as impediments related to
government procurement, investment restrictions,
or insufficient intellectual property rights protection
account for almost a third of all NTM observations.
(ideas.repec.org/p/oec/ecoaaa/373-en.html)

A Model of Substitution of Non-Tariff Barriers
for Tariffs by Zhihao Yu, Research Paper 99/17,
Centre for Research on Globalization and Labour
Markets, December 1999.

ECONOMIC analysis of modeling the complicated

NTBs has remained a matter of concern, though
occasionally analysts have tried to do so. In this
paper some coherent explanations are suggested for
tariff reductions and substitution of non-tariff
barriers for tariffs, taking into account both
organized special interests and unorganized
consumer interests.
It also includes study on how the presence of
informed consumers affects the political equilibrium
choice of trade policy - both the level of protection
and the policy instrument. A primary feature of the

paper is that it accounts for the role of both organized
special interests and unorganized consumer
interests in the formation of trade policy. Focusing
on opposition from informed consumers can help
better understand a particular substitution of NTBs
for tariffs and the reason why at the same time
governments may still have incentives to negotiate
agreements on tariff reductions.
The paper identifies three effects that interact
with each other as an incumbent government
substitutes an NTB for a tariff and finds, among
other things, that an increase in foreign
competition will not cause the government to
substitute NTBs for tariffs but a rise in the
government’s valuation of political contribution
might. It also extensively discusses the literature
that has focused on substitution models for NTBs
over a period of time.
(http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/economics/leverhulme/
research_papers/99_17.pdf)

Quantification of Sanitary, Phytosanitary,
and Technical Barriers to Trade for Trade
Policy Analysis by John Beghin and JeanChristophe Bureau, Working Paper 01-WP 291,
Food and Agricultural Policy Research Institute
(FAPRI), Iowa State University, December 2001.

THIS paper presents promising methodologies for
modelling and quantifying non-tariff barriers (NTB)
to trade in the agricultural and food sectors.
Furhter, the analysis is extended to only
sanitary, phytosanitary, and technical regulations
that can have an impact on trade and to methods
that provide some quantitative estimates of the
impact of such barriers on market equilibrium, trade
flows, economic efficiency, and welfare.
In an attempt to capture all literature that has
studied NTBs in terms of definition, the paper
also presents an extensive chapter on the
measurement and definition of this particular
area. Quantification of the effects of such
measures has focused on a particular product and
has relied on methods that belong to different
fields of the economic literature. The authors
provide a concise description and evaluation of
the various methods available for a more
comprehensive assessment of the impact of NTBs
on trade and welfare.
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Given the heterogeneous nature of these
regulations, a unifying methodology does not exist.
There is, however, still a large gap between the
ambitious analytical framework and the applied
estimates of the effects of NTBs. In practice, the
way regulations affect supply, the extra costs
induced, and the price differences between foreign
and domestic products are key components of model
simulations. Information on these aspects remains
still incomplete.

price of imports resulting from the NTB, the
resulting import reduction, the change in the price
responsiveness of the demand for imports, the
variability of the effects of the NTB, and the welfare
cost of the NTBs.

The paper concludes by identifying promising
areas for future applied research.

Beyond welfare effects, these measures are also
useful for policy purposes. WTO disputes frequently
arise alleging that some NTBs impede trade more
than necessary to achieve some legitimate objective
or that they are just protectionist. These NTB
measures are used in the formal dispute process to
estimate export market losses and price lowering
effects of the incriminated policy.

(http://www.econ.iastate.edu/research/webpapers/
paper_2024.pdf)

Nontariff Barriers by John C. Beghin, Working
Paper 06-WP 438, Center for Agricultural and
Rural Development, Iowa State University,
December 2006.

THIS short paper provides a definition of non-tariff
barriers (NTBs) and a general NTB taxonomy. It
reviews recent trends in the structure of trade
barriers and then describes common approaches
used to measure NTBs and their effects.
Non-tariff barriers (NTBs) refer to the wide
range of policy interventions other than border
tariffs that affect trade of goods, services, and
factors of production. Most taxonomy of NTBs
includes market-specific trade and domestic policies
affecting trade in that market. The paper is a handy
tool for all those who want a quick survey of all
that can come as NTBs and comes with a list of all
such measures categorywise. Extended taxonomies
include macro-economic policies affecting trade.
NTBs have gained importance as tariff levels
have been reduced worldwide. Common measures
of NTBs include tariff-equivalents of the NTB policy
or policies and count and frequency measures of
NTBs. These NTB measures are subsequently used
in various trade models, including gravity
equations, to assess trade and/or welfare effects of
the measured NTBs. The paper discusses the current
trends in terms of such trade barriers.
It also covers the problematic area of measuring
NTBs as the measurement of an NTB is hard to
disentangle from the measurements of its effects
on market equilibrium and trade. Most NTB
measures and analyses focus on the increase in the
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It discusses, for that matter, the Price-wedge
method, Inventory-based frequency measures, and
Risk assessment approaches. NTB measures are an
essential step in computing welfare effects of the
NTBs.

(http://www.econ.iastate.edu/research/webpapers/
paper_12703.pdf)

Estimating Tariff Equivalents of Non-Tariff
Barriers by Linda A. Linins and Hugh M. Acre,
Office of Economics Working Paper No. 94-06-A
(r), US International Trade Commission,
June 1994, Revised August 2002.

THIS paper is an attempt by economists at the US

International Trade Commission to address the
methodological and data limitations regarding nontariff barriers. In the case of tariffs, the estimates
are straightforward and readily available; however,
in the case of non-tariff barriers, estimates of the
corresponding price or quantity distortions are
difficult to construct because of the lack of good
data and often contain substantial methodological
flaws. This paper provides a brief overview and
critique of the methods used by the governments
of Canada and the United States in estimating tariff
equivalents of non-tariff barriers (NTBs).
The estimation process is identified to estimate
the price effects of non-tariff barriers and more
comprehensive sources of data. In each study, the
specific approaches used to estimate the tariff or
export tax equivalents of measures applied to trade
in various agricultural goods, textiles and apparel,
other manufactured goods, and services are fully
discussed. The reports also provide estimates of the
economy-wide and sectoral effects of the measures
under examination.
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The paper discussion focuses on the various
methods used to measure the effects of quantity
restraints such as import quotas and voluntary
export restraints (VEERS). The quantitative
restraints such as import quotas and VEERS are
considered binding when the utilization rate is high
enough to effectively inhibit foreign manufacturers
from exporting additional production to the
importing country.

barriers in major export markets especially the US,
EU, Japan and other developed countries, which
significantly hinder India’s exports to these markets.
It then goes on to categorically discuss the various
NTBs effective in the respective markets for Indian
goods, and delves deep into the nuances and
implications of these for business. It also takes up
several case studies related to anti-dumping and
anti-subsidy in an extensive manner.

Estimates of tariff equivalents for NTBs may
vary significantly as a result of differences in
estimation methods and the base years selected for
the estimates. After discussing the various measures
in terms of NTBs, the author discusses the tariff
measurement systems at US and Canada.

Another aspect of this paper is to suggest policy
responses. The Indian businesses continue to be
haunted by a variety of restrictions in the form of
standards and compliance costs that exporting to
these markets has become a nightmare. The question
now is how the Indian policy-makers should
respond to these challenges. The way forward, it
appears to be, through a multi-pronged approach –
multilateral trade forum, bilateral/regional trade
arrangements and internal streamlining.

In Canada, the most recent estimates of tariff
equivalents for Canadian NTBs were prepared by
Canada’s Department of Finance in 1988 in
preparation for negotiations of the US-Canada Free
Trade Agreement. The paper also discusses the most
recent estimates of tariff equivalents for US NTBs
constructed by the US government, and provides
some comparison in the methods employed by the
governments of Canada and the United States in
constructing these tariff equivalents.
(http://hotdocs.usitc.gov/docs/pubs/research_working_papers/
EC199406AR.pdf)

Non-tariff Barriers Affecting India’s Exports
by Rajesh Mehta, RIS Discussion Paper No. 97,
Research and Information System for the NonAligned and Other Developing Countries (RIS),
June 2005.

THE paper reviews previous studies in the category
of NTBs affecting Indian exports like the
Commonwealth Secretariat case study of NTBs
affecting India’s exports of pharmaceuticals,
engineering products, leather products, marine
products and mangoes, a recent study prepared by
the Federation of Indian Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (FICCI), as well as the studies conducted
by the Economic Division of the Department of
Commerce together with the Indian Institute of
Foreign Trade (IIFT), which have examined the
incidence of non-tariff barriers faced by Indian
business abroad.
The purpose of this paper is first of all to
highlight that Indian exports do face non-tariff

(http://www.ris.org.in/dp97_pap.pdf)

An Analysis of the Special Safeguard
Mechanisms in the Doha Round of
Negotiations by Parthapratim Pal and Deepika
Wadhwa, Working Paper No.189, Indian Council
for Research on International Economic Relations,
October 2006.

IN

the backdrop of the Uruguay Round of
negotiations, the paper brings the context of the
WTO Agreement on Agriculture (AoA), which was
about a structural change in global agricultural trade.
This instrument was expected to be beneficial for
agricultural producers, but the reality remains that
after the implementation experience of the AoA,
though there is reduction in the widespread use of
quantitative restrictions (QRs) in agricultural trade,
agriculture still remains a distorted sector.
It is a realization in the WTO regime that given
the importance of agriculture in developing
countries and the prevalent distortions in
international farm trade, developing countries
should be allowed some defence mechanisms to
tackle their non-trade concerns.
One such instrument was proposed in the Doha
Round of negotiations on agriculture, which allows
all developing and least developed Member
countries of the WTO access to a Special Safeguard
Mechanism (SSM), which accords the option to
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temporarily impose higher tariff rates on the import
of an agricultural product if there is either a surge
in its import volumes or a sharp dip in its import
prices.
The aim of this paper is to take a detailed
look at the mechanism and analyzes its usefulness
for developing countries. The special mechanism,
according to the authors, is a necessity due to
the imbalance of the existing safeguard
mechanisms and the continued volatility of
international commodity prices, and factors which
goes a long way to explain the fundamental
differences between the developed and
developing countries in terms of agriculture.
To a large extent, the plight of the poor in
developing countries can be traced to the
structural limitations of the agriculture sector in
these countries. In most developing countries,
agriculture is dominated by small and marginal
farmers who are engaged in subsistence farming.
Farming in these countries is also characterized
by low level of commercialization of agriculture,
low productivity, weak market orientation, lack
of infrastructure, high dependence on weather
and susceptibility to natural calamities. As a
result, most of the farmers are very poor and lack
any risk-taking ability.
It also explores how the concept of a special
agricultural safeguard has evolved in the present
round of negotiations and what are the country
positions on SSMs in the Doha Round. The paper
then proposes a price-trigger-based SSM
instrument which is consistent the goals spelt out
in the Doha Development Agenda and satisfies
most of the desired features of a safeguard
instrument.
However, the paper also indicates that mere
availability of safeguard instruments may not be
sufficient for ensuring protection from price
volatility and import surges. Developing countries
need to have a proper mechanism in place to take
advantage of these instruments. There is a concern
that the infrastructure in most developing countries
may not be adequate to monitor the volume of
imports in real time.
Since monitoring is a must for ensuring proper
safeguard of interests for developing countries, the
administration of these safeguards also demands
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co-ordination between the agencies which handle
the trade of the country and those which determine
the tariff policies. Unless these conditions are
fulfilled, developing countries will not be able to
take advantage of these instruments even if the
WTO allows liberal use of SSMs.
(http://www.icrier.org/pdf/WorkingPaperNo[1].189.pdf)

Measurement and Modelling of the Economic
Effects of Trade and Investment Barriers in
Services by Drusilla K. Brown and Robert M.
Stern, presented at the Coalition of Service
Industries (CSI), World Services Congress,
November 1999.

IN

this paper, the latest version of the Michigan
Model of World Production and Trade is adapted
to incorporate relationships and data for crossborder services trade and foreign direct investment
(FDI) in the major developed and developing
countries subsumed in the model’s structure and
database.
In the ensuing discussion, firms are taken to be
monopolistically competitive. Each firm produces a
set of differentiated products. Products are
differentiated both by the original R&D undertaken
at headquarters that defines the basic product and
by the final location of production. There is also a
fixed cost in the country where production occurs,
and it then sets an optimal mark-up of price over
marginal cost for sales from each location.
In such a scenario, free entry to other locales
guarantees that profits are zero. Firms locate
production for export or for local consumption
depending on the type of barriers restraining the
conduct of multinationals.
In this version of the model, barriers to trade in
services take two forms. First, firms may face an ad
valorem tax on local capital installed. Second, foreign
affiliate firms may face a policy-induced fixed cost
of production for local operations.
The paper reports the impact on welfare,
trade, factor prices, sectoral output, economies
of scale, and activities of multinationals that
might occur following the introduction of national
treatment of multinational firms in all countries
of the model.
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Death by a Thousand Paper Cuts: The Effect
of Barriers to Competition on Canadian
Productivity by Paul Darby, Kip Beckman, Yves
St-Maurice and Dan Lemoore, The Conference
Board of Canada, May 2006.

THE objective of this study is to assess the scope of

existing tariff and non-tariff barriers (NTBs) to
competition in Canada and to evaluate the extent to
which they could be affecting overall productivity.

Certain sectors of the Canadian economy, such
as agriculture, continue to have a high degree of
international tariff protection. While the tariff
burden has declined, there has been less progress
in reducing domestic and international NTBs,
including domestic regulations.
Canada has a number of such barriers, spanning
all levels of government and often involving extremely
complex regulatory frameworks. In this context, the
study examines whether differences in these barriers
between Canada and the United States are
contributing to the Canada-US productivity gap.
Finally, the study makes a number of
recommendations to policy-makers to help lower
regulatory barriers. International tariffs have
declined to the point where almost 50 per cent of
goods entering Canada are duty-free. Much of this
decline has occurred over the past 15 years, thanks
to Canada’s participation in the World Trade
Organization (WTO) and regional free trade
agreements, notably the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA).
This report is an attempt to breathe life back
into the process of lowering internal barriers to
competition by bringing together the ministers
concerned to negotiate reductions in various NTBs
in Canada. Despite some success, progress to date
remains slow. NTBs thus continue to represent a
significant barrier to competition in Canada.
In order to examine how internal NTBs affect
the ability of Canadian firms to operate efficiently,
the Conference Board of Canada surveyed Canadian
businesses. There were altogether 198 firms
participating, and the majority of the firms that took
part in the survey indicated that they faced problems
arising from NTBs to competition in Canada.
Although standards and regulations were, not
surprisingly, the most common barrier cited,

procurement policies and restrictions on labour
mobility were also high on the list— despite the
focus of the AIT and the Council of the Federation
on reducing these latter two NTBs.
According to the respondents in the survey, the
main impact of NTBs is to raise not only compliance
costs but also costs associated with reduced
innovative capacity and an inefficient size of
operations. Therefore, as they indicated, a number
of production, marketing and lobbying strategies
are adopted by them to deal with NTBs, which even
includes abandoning of certain markets altogether.
The survey results suggest that NTBs are hurting
the competitiveness of Canadian firms. This study
breaks new ground by including both tariff and
non-tariff barriers in its analysis of the productivity
gap between Canada and the United States.
There are numerous indicators in the study as
to what kind of strategy and tactics should Canadian
policy-makers adopt to foster competitive markets.
The emphasis must be on further reducing domestic
NTBs to competition, especially as they relate to
the primary and manufacturing sectors. The paper
also extends specific policy recommendations to help
facilitate the process of reducing internal NTBs like
free trade should be established as the standard
for interprovincial trade agreements, the existing
dispute settlement mechanism of the AIT needs to
be made binding, as well as agreements among and
between provinces should be encouraged as a way
to make progress on reducing internal NTBs.
The study report also suggests that policymakers should also seek to reduce international tariff
and non-tariff barriers, focusing in particular on
unnecessary regulatory barriers between Canada
and the United States.
(www.gov.bc.ca/ecdev/down/
173_06_barriers_to_competition.pdf)

Foreign Lobbies and US Trade Policy
by Kishore Gawande, Pravin Krishna and Michael
J. Robbins, Working Paper 10205, National
Bureau of Economic Research, January 2004.

IN popular discussion much has been made recently

of the susceptibility of government policies to
lobbying by foreigners. The general presumption
has also been that such interactions have a deleterious
effect on the home economy.
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However, it can be argued that, in a trade policy
context, bending policy in a direction that would
suit foreigners may not in fact be harmful: If the
policy outcome is absent, any lobbying by foreigners
is characterized by welfare-reducing trade barriers.
Lobbying by foreigners, therefore, may result in
reductions in such barriers and raise consumer
surplus (and possibly improve welfare).
Using a new data set on foreign political
activity in the US, this paper investigates the
relationship between trade protection and
lobbying activity empirically. The approach taken
in this paper is primarily a structural one. To
model the role of foreign and domestic lobbies
in determining trade policy, we develop first a
theoretical framework building on the well
known work of Grossman and Helpman (1994);
the econometric work that follows is very closely
linked to the theory.
The data used suggests that foreign lobbying
activity has significant impact on trade policy - and
in the predicted direction: Tariffs and non-tariff
barriers (NTBs) are both found to be negatively
related with foreign lobbying activity.
A large number of additional explanatory
variables that have been suggested in the literature
as determinants of trade policy, and against that
backdrop, the importance of lobbying activity are
established.
(http://www.wcfia.harvard.edu/seminars/pegroup/
gawande_krishna.pdf)

Non-Tariff Barriers - The Achilles’ Heel of
Trade Policy Analyses by Taran Faehn,
Discussion Papers No. 195, Statistics Norway,
June 1997.

A consistent concern with trade analysts in the post
liberalization WTO regime has been that despite
international and regional negotiations on trade
liberalization having progressed rapidly in the field
of tariff reductions.
This study demonstrates the quantitative, as
well as the qualitative, role of non-tariff barriers
(NTBs). The Norwegian nominal tariff and nontariff barriers are identified and thoroughly
quantified. Computations of effective rates of
protection (ERP) show that NTBs entirely
dominate tariffs as direct contributors to primary
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factor income, which again is an important
determinant in allocation of resources among
industries.
The indirect input-output effects play a
decisive role. This points to the importance of
estimating the nominal trade barrier inputs
properly; when a biased estimate is spread
throughout the input-output system, not even the
direction of the miscalculation will be easy to
predict.
In order to demonstrate the qualitative role,
NTBs are categorized into price-oriented and
quantity-oriented, respectively. ERP computations
illustrate that the conclusions of policy analyses rely
critically on the qualitative interdependency
between quantity-oriented NTBs and other
measures.
The categories that the paper includes in terms
of NTBs are agricultural products, processed food,
beverages and tobacco, textiles and clothes, chemical
and mineral products, industrial chemicals,
hardware and machinery, and oil platforms.
(http://www.ssb.no/publikasjoner/DP/pdf/dp195-7.pdf)

Quantification of Non-Tariff Measures by Bijit
Bora, Aki Kuwahara and Sam Laird, Study Series
No. 18, Policy Issues in International Trade and
Commodities, United Nations Publications 2002.

THE increase in the relative importance of nontariff measures has increased awareness of the
various deficiencies in existing NTM data
collections.
This paper reviews various approaches to
measure and quantify NTMs within the context of
the existing data collections. There are NTMs to
control the volume of imports, the price of imported
goods, for price and volume investigations and
surveillance, production and export measures as well
as technical barriers.
Typically, the objectives or motives for using
NTMs range from the long-term desire to promote
certain social and economic objectives, including
broad economic, industrial or regional development,
to shorter term purposes such as balance of
payments (BOP) support or action to protect a
specific sector from import surges or from dumped
or subsidized imports.
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The paper discusses the previous inventory
approaches and modelling approaches towards
quantifying NTMs and provides a landscape of NTM
incidence for selected countries and for selected
product categories.
(http://r0.unctad.org/ditc/tab/publications/itcdtab19_en.pdf)

A Different Approach to WTO Negotiations
in Services by Henk Kox and Arjan Lejour, CPB
Discussion Paper No 36, CPB Netherlands Bureau
for Economic Policy Analysis, July 2004.

I NTERNATIONAL

negotiations on the
liberalization of service trade are concentrated at
non-tariff barriers (NTBs). National government
measures form important obstacles for service
providers when they want to access foreign
markets. International studies predict substantial
welfare benefits from removing trade obstacles for
services.

Negotiations on lowering these obstacles are
complicated because government regulations are
seldom strictly oriented at keeping foreign firms
out their domestic service markets. Some of them
(e.g. quantity-based restrictions) are clearly at odds
with WTO principles.
In most cases regulators primarily aimed at
correcting domestic market failures with disregard
for the potential repercussions for foreign providers
of services have been noticed. In negotiations this
problem can be approached by introducing economic
necessity tests, but that is a very long and tedious
process. A different negotiation approach based on
lessons learned from WTO negotiations on
agricultural support measures should be adopted
in this regard.
(http://www.us-asean.org/finance/
Services_without_Liberalization.pdf)
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Methodologies, Classifications, Quantification and
Development Impacts of Non-Tariff Barriers
Note by the UNCTAD Secretariat
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
There is a wide range of non-tariff barriers (NTBs). However, research aimed at arriving at a more complete
and updated analysis of post-Uruguay Round NTBs and their impact on trade faces serious gaps. Current
knowledge of such barriers, both empirical and conceptual, is rather limited and hampered by the lack of
common methodologies and the inadequate quality of available data and updated information. The continual
decline of tariff rates as the result of eight GATT rounds of multilateral trade negotiations has increased the
relative importance of NTBs both as protection and as regulatory trade instruments. With the reduction in
tariffs, non-tariff barriers are increasingly becoming front-stage market access concerns. The most
comprehensive collection of publicly available information on NTBs is the database contained in the UNCTAD
Trade Analysis and Information System (TRAINS), which is accessible through the World Integrated Trade
Solution (WITS) software. It is now widely recognized that, in order to develop a more common database of
NTBs, which could be utilized by all interested parties, a relevant classification system must be established
reflecting today’s empirical evidence. Another important research problem concerns the ways and means of
quantifying NTBs. Establishing methods for quantification of NTBs is cumbersome, time-consuming and not
very well studied. In addition, economic analysis to complement frequency counts of NTBs should, in particular,
focus on the trade restrictiveness and impact of NTBs, especially on developing countries’ trade. Many developing
countries and LDCs appear to be the most exposed to NTBs. In 2002, 40 per cent of LDC exports were subject
to NTBs. For other developing and transition economies and developed countries, the figure was only 15 per
cent. Three broad measures appear to be necessary react to this trend: (1) enable developing countries to be
involved in standard setting so they can participate more fully in world trade (this is on the agenda of the
implementation issues under the Doha Round); (2) provide developing countries with systematic information
and substantially more training and resources on a regular and predictable basis to enable them to understand
and deal with these NTBs, challenge them whenever necessary and comply with those regulations and
standards that are absolutely crucial for effective market access; and (3) formulate a balanced approach
toward disciplining arbitrariness and discretion in the use of such barriers.

INTRODUCTION
1. At its ninth session, held in Geneva on 14-18
March 2005, the Commission on Trade in Goods
and Services, and Commodities concluded that
UNCTAD should examine the effects of non-tariff
barriers and decided, in accordance with the Sao
Paulo Consensus, to convene an expert meeting on
non-tariff barriers (NTBs). The expert meeting will
be held in Geneva from 5 to 7 September 2005.
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2. The Sao Paulo Consensus, in paragraph 77,
provided that efforts at extending market access
liberalization for non-agricultural products under
the Doha Work Programme should be intensified
with the aim of reducing or, as appropriate,
eliminating, inter alia, non-tariff barriers, in
particular on products of export interest to
developing countries.
3. The objectives of the expert meeting will be:
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• To identify ways to improve, both in terms of
country coverage and data quality, the NTB
database contained in the UNCTAD Trade
Analysis and Information System (TRAINS);
• To clarify methodologies for defining and
classifying NTBs according to their nature and
source, including clusters of NTBs that are
already subject to WTO disciplines;
• To review econometric approaches to quantifying
NTBs that could be applied to improve
understanding of NTBs’ role in world trade;
• To look at experiences of other international
organizations in dealing with NTBs, including the
WTO, the World Bank, IMF, OECD and others;
• To study the relevant activities and preliminary
findings of the Consultative Task Force on
Environmental Requirements and Market Access
for Developing Countries;
• To consider and assess trends in NTBs and their
impacts on trade of developing countries and
suggest possible approaches to dealing with
NTBs.

negotiations (MTNs) has increased the relative
importance of NTBs both as protection and as
regulatory trade instruments. With the reduction
in tariffs, non-tariff barriers are increasingly
becoming front-stage market access concerns.
Robert Baldwin (1984),5 for instance, writes: “Not
only have these measures become more visible as
tariffs have declined significantly through successive
multilateral trade negotiations but they have been
used more extensively by governments to attain the
protectionist goals formerly achieved with tariffs”.
Overall, NTBs have almost replaced tariff barriers
in manufacturing sectors.6 One major objective in
this context is to reach a common understanding on
the relative importance of different types of NTBs
and their impacts on developing countries’ trade.
I
SCOPE, DEFINITION AND
CLASSIFICATION OF NTBs
1. UNCTAD Trade Analysis and Information
System (TRAINS)

4. There is a wide range of NTBs. Some are directly
trade-related (e.g. import quotas, import surcharges,
anti-dumping measures), others have a link to trade
in as far as their implementation is monitored at
the border (e.g. labelling, packaging, sanitary
standards), while a third group arises from general
public policy (e.g. government procurement,
investment restrictions, extent of intellectual
property right protection). Methodologies for
classifying and measuring the effects of NTBs have
been discussed by Deardorff and Stern (1998),1
Roberts, Josling and Orden (1999), 2 and Bora,
Kuwahara and Laird (2002), 3 but considerable
problems of data availability and assessment remain
(Maskus, Wilson and Otsuki, 2000).4

7. The most comprehensive collection of publicly
available information on NTBs is the database
contained in the UNCTAD Trade Analysis and
Information System (TRAINS), which is accessible
through the World Integrated Trade Solution
(WITS) software. The NTB data incorporated in
TRAINS indicate the existence of categories of NTBs
classified according to the UNCTAD Coding System
of Trade Control Measures (TCMCS) for particular
products or groups of products. Additional
information such as a brief description of each NTB,
an indication of affected or excluded countries, and
footnotes on exact product coverage are also
provided, where available. There is not, however,
any measurement of the restrictiveness of the
measure.

5. However, research aimed at arriving at a more
complete and updated analysis of the post-Uruguay
Round NTBs and their impacts on trade faces serious
deficiencies. Current knowledge of such barriers,
both empirical and conceptual, is rather limited and
hampered by the lack of common methodologies
and the inadequate quality of available data and
updated information.

8. TCMCS identifies over 100 different types of
NTBs at its most detailed level. This classification
does not include any measures applied to production
or to exports. NTBs are broadly classified into six
chapters, from 3 to 8 (chapters 1 and 2 are reserved
for tariff and para-tariff measures respectively) ,
according to the intent or immediate impact of the
measures:

6. The continual decline of tariff rates as the result
of eight GATT rounds of multilateral trade

(i) Chapter 3. Price control measures: Measures
intended to control the prices of imported
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articles for the following reasons: (i) to sustain
domestic prices of certain products when the
import price is inferior to the sustained price;
(ii) to establish the domestic price of certain
products because of price fluctuations in the
domestic market or price instability in the foreign
market; and (iii) to counteract the damage
caused by the application of unfair practices in
foreign trade. Most of these measures affect the
cost of imports to a variable degree calculated
on the basis of the existing difference between
two prices for the same product, compared for
control purposes. The measures initially
adopted can be administrative fixing of prices
and voluntary restriction of the minimum price
level of exports or investigation of prices to
subsequently arrive at one of the following
adjustment mechanisms: suspension of import
licences, application of variable charges, antidumping measures or countervailing duties.
(ii) Chapter 4. Finance measures: Measures that
regulate access to and the cost of foreign
exchange for imports and define the terms of
payment. They may increase the import cost in
a fashion similar to tariff measures.
(iii) Chapter 5. Automatic licensing measures: Freely
granted approval of applications for imports or
monitoring of import trends for specified
products, sometimes through inscription in a
register. They may be applied to signal concern
over import surges and to persuade trading
partners to reduce export growth. They may
also be applied for environmental purposes.
Sometimes they are a precursor to import
restraints.
(iv) Chapter 6: Quantity control measures: Measures
intended to restrain the quantity of imports of
any particular good, from all sources or from
specified sources of supply, through restrictive
licensing, fixing of predetermined quotas or
prohibitions.
(v) Chapter 7: Monopolistic measures: Measures that
create a monopolistic situation by giving
exclusive rights to one economic operator or a
limited group of operators for social, fiscal or
economic reasons.
(vi) Chapter 8: Technical measures: Measures
referring to product characteristics such as
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quality, safety or dimensions, including the
applicable administrative provisions, terminology, symbols, testing and test methods,
packaging, marking and labelling requirements
as they apply to a product.
2. Some Current Trends in NTB Utilization
9. The most recent trend indicates increasing use of
technical measures (classified under chapter 8
above), as well as quantitative measures associated
with technical measures, and decreasing use of all
other measures. To illustrate this trend, the tariff
lines affected by each type of NTB, as defined by
each chapter of the TCMCS, were counted and the
percentage distribution calculated for all countries
for which data were available at the end of 1994
and 2004. The Uruguay Round, concluded in 1994,
made most quantitative restrictions (QRs) illegal,
especially for agricultural products. With regard to
Chapter 6: Quantity Control Measures (QCMs),
subcategories defined by TCMCS codes 617, 627 and
637 were singled out from the rest of the items, as
they represent those QRs that are closely associated
with technical measures and are applied, at least in
principle, to protect the well-being of consumers
and not of local producers. For example, an import
licence that can only be issued when certain technical
requirements are satisfied is classified under
subcategory 617: Prior authorization for sensitive
product categories. On the other hand, if a certificate
issued by the exporting country is sufficient, this
measure is classified under a corresponding item in
Chapter 8: Technical Measures. The results are
shown in Table 1.
10. The results show that the use of technical
measures almost doubled, from 31.9 to 58.5 per cent,
over the ten-year period. Use of quantity control
measures associated with technical measures
(subcategories 617, 627 and 637) also showed a small
increase, from 20.8 to 24.1 per cent. If to these are
added measures classified under subcategory 417:
Refundable Deposit and under Chapter 5: Automatic
Licensing, to constitute what is defined as non-core
measures, their use increased from 55.3 per cent of
all measures in 1994 to 84.8 per cent in 2004. On the
other hand, the use of core measures, which are
basically quantity control measures, finance
measures and price control measures, decreased
dramatically, from 44.7 per cent in 1994 to 15.2 per
cent in 2004, reflecting the commitments that the
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of countries in other regions in its choice of trade
policy tools.

TABLE 1
EVOLUTION OF NTB USE BY BROAD CATEGORY
TCM
code

TCM description

1994
(%)

2004
(%)

1

Tariff measures (TRQ, etc.)

5.8

0.3

3

Price control measures

7.1

1.8

4
417

Finance measures
Refundable deposit for sensitive
product categories

2.0

1.5
0.6

5

Automatic licensing measures

2.8

1.7

6
617

Quantity control measures
49.2
Prior authorization for sensitive
18.1
product categories
Quotas for sensitive product categories 0.2
Prohibition for sensitive product
2.5
categories

34.8
17.1

627
637
7

Monopolistic measures

8

Technical measures

0.2
6.8

1.3

1.5

31.9

58.5

5+617+
Non-core measures
627+637+8

55.3

84.8

1+3+4+6+ Core measures
7-(617+
627+637)

44.7

15.2

52

97

Number of countries
Total Number of observations
(Number of Tariff Lines)

97706 545078

Source: Special tabulation based on UNCTAD Trade Analysis and
Information System (TRAINS)

WTO member countries made during the Uruguay
Round.
11. Tables 2a and 2b (next page) provide a
breakdown of the data presented in Table 1 for 1994
and 2004 respectively, by geographical region.
12. Comparing the trend across different regions,
while all regions more or less followed the same
path of switching from core to non-core
measures, the change was most dramatic in Africa.
Africa was the region that relied most on core
quantity control measures in 1994, with over 50
per cent of all measures applied being classified
under chapter 6 (excluding 617, 627 and 637). By
2004, however, the corresponding figure had
come down to 11.9 per cent. If other non-core
measures such as technical measures and
automatic licenses are excluded, the use of core
NTBs fell from 68.5 per cent in 1994 to a mere
15.0 per cent in 2004. While determining exactly
what policy change has taken place in each
country in Africa requires further more elaborate
analysis, Africa now has a pattern similar to that

13. The rise in the relative importance of non-core
NTBs as an instrument of trade policy has increased
the need to update the UNCTAD Coding System
of Trade Control Measures (TCMCS) in order to
streamline the items within the core categories of
NTBs, expand the categories of technical measures
and other non-core categories and, if necessary, add
new measures.
14. In the Doha negotiations, another approach is
used: notifications of NTBs are submitted by
interested members according to an agreed
inventory to be used in the Doha round. This
inventory is distinct from UNCTAD’s TCMCS, and
approaches and modalities on how to deal with
NTBs are identified on the basis of the following
five categories: (1) dispute settlement; (2) request/
offer, bilateral, or plurilateral; (3) vertical or sectorial
approaches; (4) horizontal or multilateral
approaches, and (5) tariffication of NTBs.7 As of the
end of April 2005, using the above approach, about
40 WTO members out of 148 had submitted
notifications or proposals on NTBs either
individually or on a group basis.
15. It is therefore important that, in order to
develop a more common database of NTBs that
could be utilized by all interested parties, a relevant
classification system be established reflecting
today’s empirical evidence. While it remains the
most comprehensive database on NTBs, the
UNCTAD TRAINS requires substantial improvement in terms of country coverage, updating and
extra data coverage.
16. In order to update and expand the TRAINS
database and to increase its country coverage on
NTBs to match that of the tariff database (i.e. 155
countries as of 1 January 2005), it is necessary to
reinforce UNCTAD resources and improve its interagency agreements with other international
organizations that have already been collecting
similar information or those interested in doing so.
Internally, UNCTAD envisages increasing resources
allocated to NTB-related work, including through
mobilization of extrabudgetary funds. In addition,
efforts are under way to strengthen collaboration
and partnerships with such organizations as the
World Bank, WTO, ITC and OECD.
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TABLE 2a
TYPES OF NTBs APPLIED BY REGION (1994)
TCM code

TCM description

World
(%)

Developed
(%)

Developing
(%)
Africa America

CE Europe
(%)
Asia

1

Tariff measures (TRQ, etc.)

5.8

16.3

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.7

0.0

3

Price control measures

7.1

9.4

6.1

15.3

2.7

6.9

0.0

4

Finance measures

2.0

0.1

3.1

0.0

0.0

7.7

0.0

417

Refundable deposit for sensitive product categories

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

5

Automatic licensing measures

2.8

5.3

1.5

0.0

0.0

3.7

0.0

6

Quantity control measures

49.2

45.8

53.1

62.5

48.1

55.6

9.9

617

Prior authorization for sensitive product categories

18.1

4.7

25.9

11.2

40.9

14.2

7.1

627

Quotas for sensitive product categories

0.2

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

637

Prohibition for sensitive product categories

2.5

1.5

3.1

0.6

2.7

4.4

0.0

7

Monopolistic measures

1.3

1.1

1.4

2.5

0.6

1.9

0.0

8

Technical measures

31.9

21.9

34.4

19.7

48.6

23.5

90.1

1+3+4+6+7- Core measures
(417+617+
627+637)

44.6

65.9

35.0

68.5

7.8

54.1

2.9

5+617+417+ Non-core measures
627+637+8

55.4

34.1

65.0

31.5

92.2

45.9

97.1

Source: Special tabulation based on UNCTAD Trade Analysis and Information System (TRAINS).
TABLE 2b
TYPES OF NTBs APPLIED BY REGION (2004)
TCM code

TCM description

World
(%)

Developed
(%)

Developing
(%)
Africa America

CE Europe
(%)
Asia

1

Tariff measures (TRQ, etc.)

0.3

3.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

3

Price control measures

1.8

2.9

1.7

0.5

1.9

2.2

0.0

4

Finance measures

1.5

0.3

1.6

3.8

2.0

0.0

0.0

417

Refundable deposit for sensitive product categories

0.6

0.3

0.6

3.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

5

Automatic licensing measures

1.7

7.4

1.1

0.7

0.2

3.0

0.3

6

Quantity control measures

34.8

34.7

35.2

32.0

31.3

43.6

16.5

617

Prior authorization for sensitive product categories

17.1

16.7

17.2

10.5

21.3

14.0

13.5

627

Quotas for sensitive product categories

0.2

0.6

0.2

0.4

0.0

0.5

0.0

637

Prohibition for sensitive product categories

6.8

1.0

7.5

9.2

6.3

8.3

0.0

7

Monopolistic measures

1.5

0.7

1.6

2.6

0.6

2.6

0.0

8

Technical measures

58.5

50.0

58.6

60.4

63.9

48.4

83.1

1+3+4+6+7-

Core measures

15.2

23.5

14.7

15.0

8.1

25.8

3.1

Non-core measures

84.8

76.0

85.3

85.0

91.8

74.2

96.9

(417+617+
627+637)
5+617+417+
627+637+8

Source: Special tabulation based on unctad trade analysis and information system (trains).
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II
QUANTIFICATION OF NTBs: SOME
ECONOMIC ASPECTS
17. Quantification of NTBs is needed in order to
address issues related to their use and impact.8 Two
broad groups of measurement methods can be
identified: one can be defined as NTB-specific and
one adopts a more indirect consideration of NTBs.
18. NTB-specific methods use direct information on
NTBs to define their possible impact. For instance,
quotas should provide reliable information for
starting to investigate the possible impact on affected
imports. However, obtaining the complete
information set, even at the industry or sector level,
is likely to be difficult and would require intensive
and extensive data collection work. Missing
information can thus introduce a downward bias
on estimates of the trade impact of NTBs. Even if
exhaustive information were available, the
construction of a general measure of NTBs could
be tedious, as general equilibrium effects are likely
to be excluded. Direct information, then, is the
appropriate approach only when trying to assess
NTBs’ impact at a quite disaggregated level, which
should normally be avoided when dealing with a
more general analysis. A general assessment of
NTBs’ impact will warrant frequency and coveragetype measures, price-comparison measures, and
quantity-impact measures.
19. Detailed information collected for a country at
a disaggregated level, as in the TRAINS database,
allows straightforward measures of the frequency
of occurrence of NTBs and their coverage.
Frequency of occurrence, for instance, could be
represented by the share of total tariff lines
containing an NTB. Coverage would then be
measured by the share of imports affected by an
NTB as a percentage of total imports. A frequency
measure can also be expressed in weighted terms
based on either imports or production. These simple
measures represent valuable information that could,
if updated on a regular basis, help keep track of the
evolution of the relative incidence of different types
of NTBs and the incidence of NTBs relative to
tariffs. However, they require good coverage of
existing NTBs to be fully reliable, including beyondthe-border measures like internal governmental
measures and imperfectly competitive behaviour.

Finally, these measures do not give any direct
information concerning possible impact on price and
quantities produced, consumed or exchanged. They
can only be used to construct indicators of trade
restrictiveness that in turn can be used to estimate
quantity and/or price effects.
20. Price comparison measures can provide direct
measures of price impacts of NTBs. Thus, they
should allow easy retrieval of so-called ad valorem
equivalents (AVEs), also called implicit tariffs or
implicit rates of protection. However, serious
conceptual and data problems are likely to arise in
the estimation and interpretation of tariff
equivalents. From a conceptual point of view, it is
necessary to identify the appropriate prices in the
data. Ideally, it would be desirable to know the
prices that would prevail both with and without
the NTB. However, this kind of information is
impossible to obtain. Prices that are usually observed
are those paid by domestic consumers and to foreign
suppliers in the presence of an NTB. Thus, additional
hypotheses have to be introduced to infer an AVE
from the estimated price gap. In particular, goods
produced domestically and imported goods need
to be seen as perfect substitutes. Assuming that
conceptual issues are solved, there remains the major
issue of data availability. While it is fairly easy to
obtain information on the price paid by the importers
of a good, it might become difficult to obtain the
corresponding price prevailing in the domestic
market, especially at a fairly disaggregated level.
This becomes even more difficult if data have to be
collected for a large set of countries.
21. Quantity-impact measures can a priori provide
precise information about the impact of an NTB on
trade. However, as in the case of price comparison
measures, it might be very difficult to obtain
appropriate data to compute the exact quantitative
impact of an NTB. In order to do so, it would be
necessary to identify the traded quantity prevailing
before the introduction of the NTB. This could be
done using time series analysis, adopting a range
of perhaps restrictive hypotheses concerning
producers’ and consumers’ behaviour. In addition,
the measure would remain NTB-specific, and
assessing the full range of impacts of NTBs might
be quite cumbersome, technically speaking.
22. However, a general approach to the
measurement of the quantity effects of NTBs does
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exist and appears to be the most suitable for
systematic and repeated estimation of NTB quantity
impacts. According to the methodology used,
quantity impact measures would make it possible
to isolate the impact of every single NTB included
in the estimation. Moreover, quantity measures
associated with information on import demand
elasticities could give price effect estimates and thus
allow for the computation of AVEs.
23. This general quantity measurement approach
can be based on either a cross-commodity or a crosscountry regression model of trade. The framework
is used to estimate the changes in trade due to the
introduction of an NTB. Besides an extensive
information set, this approach requires the adoption
of a model that includes in a satisfactory manner
determinants of trade in an unregulated context.
The econometric model is essentially the one used
in the gravity literature 9 that encompasses the
determinants of the size of a country’s external
sector and the goods flow between trade partners.
All approaches based on this model attempt to
measure NTBs’ quantity impact either by associating
it with residuals obtained in the estimated
regressions or by including dummy variables for
each sort of NTBs informed. The quality of the
results depends to a great extent on the accuracy of
the underlying model.
24. However, this approach remains the most
feasible if NTBs’ impacts have to be estimated
systematically and for a large number of products/
industries and countries. To obtain AVE measures,
NTB quantity measures have to be associated with
estimates of import demand elasticities. The
methodology used to estimate the latter also
presents several drawbacks, one major one being
that it can only estimate actual demand elasticity
which integrates the possible presence of an NTB.10
The price effect that could be obtained would not
represent the difference with a free trade situation.
This calls for caution in the interpretation of
estimates. However, as in the case of quantity
measures, these drawbacks have to be considered
in relation to the information gain that could be
achieved.
25. In a recent work, Kee, Nicita and Olarreaga11
from the research development group of the World
Bank were able to estimate demand elasticities for
4,625 imported goods in 117 countries. In a
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companion work,12 the authors compute the AVEs
of NTBs for 104 developing and developed
countries in which AVEs were estimated at the
6-digit level of the HS (potentially around 5,000
products) using their quantity-impact measures and
these import demand elasticity estimates. Their
estimates are based on core NTBs (price and
quantity control measures) and non-core NTBs
(according to UNCTAD’s classification), namely
technical regulations and monopolistic measures, as
well as agricultural domestic support.
26. As mentioned previously, the TRAINS database
does not contain AVEs of NTBs. And until the work
of Kee, Nicita and Olarreaga, ad valorem equivalent
estimates had never been computed in such a
systematic and extensive way. However, Kee, Nicita
and Olarreaga do not include all NTBs. This is to a
large extent due to lack of data. Once data coverage
has been improved, their approach could be used
to produce new estimates with a broader and ideally
exhaustive coverage of NTBs. The methodology is
quite demanding in terms of quantitative work and
would require an important investment in human
resources.
27. Some analytical efforts should also be devoted
to possible refinement of the existing methodology,
such as improvements in the quantification of
quantity measures. Recent theoretical and empirical
work by Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein took
explicitly into account the determinants of the
existence of an external sector.13 Although these
determinants have so far been considered at the
country level, they can theoretically be considered
at a much more disaggregated level. This exercise
would definitely represent a strong refinement of
the estimation methodology without affecting the
systematic nature of the overall quantification
approach.
28. Perhaps the most challenging issue that has not
been considered quantitatively so far is surmounting
the difficulty of disentangling the uses of NTBs that
are discriminatory from those that are defensible
(on legal grounds). This is of particular relevance in
the case of technical barriers to trade. Although it
might be desirable to investigate the possibility of
identifying these two different types of uses
empirically, it is difficult to think of a methodology
that would allow such a distinction to be made in a
systematic way. The information needed is quite
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specific and, as underlined in Deardoff and Stern,14
could essentially be provided by technical experts
only for some particular products or processes in a
limited range of countries. If this information is
made available, however, it may become feasible
to construct estimates of costs due to discriminatory
practices such as the application of higher standards
to imported goods as compared to domestic goods,
more stringent regulation enforcement on imports,
and the application of costly certification procedures
for imports.
29. Generally speaking, comprehensive estimates of
NTBs’ impacts, in particular price impacts, could then
be used to construct sound trade restrictiveness
indicators, as done by Kee, Nicita and Olarreaga.
They could also be used to recalibrate existing
applied general equilibrium models, which usually
do not include NTBs, at least not extensively. This
exercise would make it possible to simulate the
impact of various NTB evolution scenarios, as has
been done for tariffs, and thus improve the tools
available to policymakers.
III
NTBs AND CONCERNS OF
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
1. The Rise of Technical Measures
30. Since the early-1990s, many Governments have
increased their use of regulations that govern trade
in high-technology products. In the European Union,
the focus of regulation is primarily on environment,
health and safety (EHS). Recently, however, there
have been tendencies by Governments to regulate
IT and telecommunications products in terms of
other features, such as privacy and security. In the
global world of the borderless Internet, this type
of government regulatory expansion could fragment
international markets. Examples of NTBs also
include regulations referring to technical
requirements, either directly or by referring to or
incorporating the content of a (mandatory or
voluntary) standard, technical specification or code
of practice, in order to:
• Protect human life or health or animal life or health
(sanitary regulation);
• Protect plant health (phytosanitary regulation);
• Protect the environment and wildlife;
• Ensure human safety;

• Ensure national security;
• Prevent deceptive and unfair practices.
31. Such regulations raise concerns in developing
countries as instruments that might affect their
exports, particularly those with higher value added
and those in new and dynamic sectors of
international trade. Control measures such as those
in the area of SPS, meant to protect humans, animals
and plants, often exceed multilaterally accepted
norms. Thus, there have been instances of some
developing countries’ consignments of prawns and
frozen seafood being rejected by certain developed
countries, which insisted on a zero bacteria count
instead of a minimum acceptable level, as per
international standards. 15 It is noteworthy that
prawns and seafood products exported by the same
companies have encountered no such problems in
some other developed country markets. Technical
barriers to trade (TBT) have also arisen when
standards, regulations and assessment systems
intended to ensure safety are not applied uniformly.
Experience has shown that duplication of testing
procedures that do not add value to a product adds
to the cost of compliance.
32. Several regulations in developed countries apply
stringent rules on food quality, packaging and
labelling. Exports of poultry products, for example,
have been particularly affected by such sanitary
regulations, which encompass rules pertaining to
equipment and methods used in the processing and
packaging of the product. Obtaining approvals is a
lengthy process that involves substantial
documentation and tedious bureaucratic procedures.
It has taken some developing countries’ exporters of
meat products two years to get approval. However,
NTBs are encountered not only in developed country
markets but also in developing countries. Addressing
them, including in the context of GSTP, can therefore
help increase South-South trade.
33. Technical standards and sanitary and
phytosanitary standards aimed at ensuring food
safety are also a substantial obstacle to expanding,
for example, exports of fish and fish products.
Phytosanitary controls imposed by importers are
also critical for developing countries exporting fresh
fruit and vegetables.
34. In the last 10 years, there has been a sevenfold
increase in government-mandated testing and
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certification requirements.16 Although it is difficult
to give a precise estimate of the impact on
international trade of the need to comply with
different foreign technical regulations and
standards, it certainly involves significant costs for
producers and exporters. The high costs involved
may discourage manufacturers from trying to sell
abroad. In the absence of necessary and sufficient
disciplines, a risk exists that technical regulations
and standards could be abused and adopted and
applied solely to protect domestic industries. The
current trend is quite evident: companies
worldwide are facing a growing number of nontariff barriers to exports. According to an ITC
study, 17 many developing countries and LDCs
appear to be the most exposed to NTBs. In 2002,
40 per cent of LDC exports were subject to NTBs.
The most illustrative examples of NTBs include
plant and animal health standards, food safety
standards, environmental certification and other
similar export quality standards. In contrast, for
other developing and transition economies and
developed countries, the figure was only 15 per
cent.
2. NTB Surveys with the Business Communities
35. Business surveys or structured interviews
represent another approach that has been used to
obtain information on the importance of NTBs.18
Survey investigations have the advantage of using
tailor-made questionnaires to collect data for a
specific analytical purpose. In addition to information
concerning the frequency of NTBs, they also make
it possible to gather data on the relative importance
of different measures, such as their trade
restrictiveness or trade impact. However, surveys
tend to be very resource-intensive, and this often
forces researchers to compromise on the scale of
the investigation.
36. The European Commission’s Market Access
Database19 provides information on exports from
the European Union (EU) to non-EU countries. One
part of this database consists of a listing of trade
barriers that have been brought to the attention of
the Commission by businesses. The aim of this
inventory is to improve transparency in trade
relations and inform exporting companies about
impediments that other exporters have encountered
when trying to enter particular markets. The
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material might also serve as background information
for trade negotiations.
37. Furthermore, findings from a set of 23 surveybased OECD studies or reports, based mostly on
the UNCTAD TRAINS methodology for NTBs,
revealed over 1,700 business complaints about nontariff measures in goods sectors. Machinery, food
products and chemicals are the sectors in which NTB
complaints are most prevalent. These three product
groups account for 43 per cent of all inventory
entries. The absolute number of complaints is, of
course, an imperfect measure of the importance of
NTBs across sectors, as the latter vary in economic
size. If the number of complaints is related to
sectoral export value, the agriculture and food
sectors turn out to be the ones with the largest
number of NTB complaints in relative terms,
followed by mining and textiles. In general, OECD
survey findings show that businesses worldwide
feel constrained in their ability to access foreign
markets by a broad set of NTBs and other kinds of
obstacles.20
38. The six most frequently reported NTBs (listed
in Table 3 on next page) surveyed in developing
countries, i.e. Latin American countries (Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Paraguay, Uruguay),
the Asia-Pacific region, including China and the
Republic of Korea, and the Common Market of
Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), were the
following: (1) technical measures (TBT and SPS);
(2) customs rules and procedures; (3) competitionrelated restrictions on market access (“entry
barriers”); (4) import licensing; (5) subsidies; and
(6) trade defence instruments (AD, CVD and
safeguards).
3. What’s Next for Developing Countries?
39. The marked increase in government regulatory
action involving NTBs in developed countries is
clearly, in many instances, placing costly and
unnecessary burdens on companies in developing
countries. Moreover, these regulations pose special
difficulties for small and medium-sized businesses
in entering the international marketplace. In
developing countries, particularly LDCs, SMEs’
resources are often insufficient to meet multiple,
duplicative requirements from country to country.
NTBs may also reduce access to the latest technology
by consumers in smaller economies burdened by
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redundant requirements because companies seek
out the largest markets with the fewest regulatory
barriers to entry.
40. A supportive legal and regulatory environment
is vital for sustained growth in developing
countries. While this goes beyond trade-related
policy, elements of the associated ‘behind-theborder’ trade agenda that affect the investment
climate include policies and institutions that support
the participation of national firms in international
markets and measures to enhance their
competitiveness by ensuring access to crucial
services inputs – both public and private. Key areas
for many developing countries are product
standards and the domestic services sector.
Modernization of standards systems, including
institutions and infrastructure for certification and
conformity assessment, is essential to operate in the
current global trade environment. Meeting
international standards for quality, health and safety
is increasingly a precondition for competing in
TABLE 3
NTB CATEGORIES MOST FREQUENTLY REPORTED
BY THE OECD SURVEYS
No. of surveys (out of 12)
NTB categories

which cover
the category

which show
the category
among the
5 most
reported

Technical measures

10

10

Internal taxes or charges

8

6

Customs rules and procedures

7

7

Competition-related restrictions on
market access

7

5

Quantitative import restrictions

7

3

Procedures and administration (general) 7

3

Public procurement practices

7

2

Subsidies and related government
supports

7

2

Investment restrictions or requirements

6

3

Transport regulations or costs

6

3

Restrictions of services (general)

5

3

Restrictions on mobility of business
people or labour

4

1

Trade defence instruments (ADs, CVDs, 4
safeguards)

1

Local marketing regulations

1

Source: OECD.

2

international markets and has become a major factor
constraining the ability of many exporters in LDCs
from benefiting fully from preferential access
initiatives.
41. Furthermore, Governments in developed
countries, partly pushed by consumer protection
organizations, are increasingly establishing
regulations whose rationale does not appear
justified by available technical or scientific evidence
and whose cost does not appear to be proportional
to the realization of intended consumer, safety,
health or environmental benefits. Often, these
regulations are developed with procedures that are
not transparent to various stakeholders. Moreover,
stakeholders find they have little leverage in
participating in policy-setting process, even though
their products may be directly affected.
42. The need to discipline such technical measures
is an extremely difficult task and would require a
complex approach and a rather extended period of
time. In particular, one approach would certainly
call for refining the rules and disciplines in the TBT
and SPS Agreements to make them more precise
(for example, to clarify the key concept of
“unnecessary obstacles to international trade” in the
TBT Agreement). The other approach would push
towards negotiation and adoption of mutual
recognition agreements (MRAs) between developed
and developing countries, as is presently done
among developed countries themselves.21
IV
CONCLUSIONS
43. Finding ways of obtaining consistent and
complete information on NTBs, as well as clarifying
their definition and classification, will be major
challenges in the coming years. UNCTAD will
intensify its work in the area, and will strengthen
its cooperation with other agencies at national,
regional and international levels.
44. Quantification of NTBs is a necessary step to
deal with issues related to their use and impact in
an appropriate and sound manner. Various
quantification methods have been used so far. None
of them has appeared to be perfect. However, if
the main objective is to obtain a systematic and
extensive estimation of quantity and price impacts
of NTBs, then a general approach of quantity
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measures, based on the extensively used gravity
framework, would represent the best option. This
approach does not require as much data as other
methods, such as the price comparison method. In
addition, the underlying methodology can still be
improved through recent advances in trade theory
to refine and check the robustness of existing
estimates. Associated with import demand elasticity
estimates, quantity measures can be translated into
price effects quite safely. With this information in
hand, it would be possible to use it to construct
sound trade restrictiveness indices and/or integrate
it into simulation models to deepen the
understanding and qualification of the impact of
possible policy decisions, especially on developing
countries’ trade.
45. An important challenge is to ensure that
multilateral trade rules do not constrain the ability
of countrie s to achieve their regulatory objectives,
i.e. to separate what is legitimate regulation from
protectionist abuse (needless discrimination).22 WTO
negotiations on ‘behind-the-border’ policies,
including NTBs, have proven to be more complex
than traditional market access talks because it is
much more difficult to trade ‘concessions’. The focus
therefore tends to be on identification of specific
rules that should be adopted by the WTO and/or
regional FTAs. And there, the quality and balance
of rules is absolutely crucial. For developing
countries, it is vital that outcomes on NTBs from
the Doha Round (including from NAMA and other
negotiating bodies) are both ambitious and
commercially viable for their exports, as was
envisaged both by the Doha Ministerial Declaration
and the “July 2004 Framework Agreement”.
46. As an emerging trend, a new, more stringent
trade environment for high-technology products on
the one hand and labour-intensive, low-valueadded exports on the other, such as toys, consumer
electronics, food and agriculture, with increasing
focus on NTBs, has emerged 10 years after the
Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations
and implementation of WTO agreements, including
the Agreements on Technical Barriers to Trade
(TBT) and on Sanitary and Phytosanitary (SPS)
Measures. This trend affects the entire range of
developing country exports. Three policy measures
appear to be indispensable in this regard: (1) enable
developing countries to be involved in standard
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setting so they can participate more fully in world
trade (this is on the agenda of the implementation
issues under the Doha Round; (2) provide
developing countries with systematic information
and substantially more training and resources on a
regular and predictable basis to comply with new
standards and regulations governing their exports;
and (3) formulate a balanced approach towards
disciplining arbitrariness and discretion in the use
of such barriers.
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elimination of NTBs, particularly
on products of export interest to
developing countries.
The second important fact to
emphasize is the proliferation of
NTBs and its growing menace
to India. For instance, around 44
per cent of our exports to US face
several of the listed hard-core
NTBs – the most important
being technical requirements
(safety) and labelling requirements. To illustrate the menace
created by these NTBs, we take
the marine products. In EU there
are no common standards and
procedures
for
testing,
inspection and analysis of
seafood consignments. The
procedure of Rapid Alert
Notification is not harmonized

across the member states. The
number of maximum consecutive checks varies from the
member state to the member
state. When the shipper is placed
on red alert, the same is
circulated by the European
Commission to all member
states. Again in US, EU and
Japan there is the use of testing
methods for high levels of
sensitivity in marine products
for chloramphenical by high
performance chromatograph
mass spectroscopy (HPLCMS).
This equipment cost is
significant.
Third, in spite of developing
countries’ campaign at various
rounds of trade negotiations on
eliminating /reducing NTBs,
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not much progress has been
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Ahuja, Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures: Need for
Clarification and Improvement,
working paper No. 101, ICRIER,
May 2003.

4

USTR (2004), Foreign Trade Barriers,
USTR, pp. 1-502.
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Documents

General Council

Preparations for the 1999 Ministerial Conference
PROPOSALS REGARDING THE TBT AGREEMENT IN TERMS OF PARAGRAPH 9(a)(i)
OF THE GENEVA MINISTERIAL DECLARATION
Communication from India
The following communication, dated 2 July 1999, has been received from the Permanent Mission
of India.
Issues
1. There has been a proliferation of technical
regulations and standards in developed country
markets in a way so as to substantially affect market
access of export products from developing countries.
Developing-country exports may be affected in two
ways: one, because standards, regulations and
conformity assessment procedures implemented by
the importing countries are inconsistent with TBT
obligations or two, because developing countries lack
the technical or financial capacity to comply with
them even assuming the measures are TBT
consistent. Furthermore, environment related
measures represent a further barrier to trade from
developing-country exports. Article 12 of the TBT
Agreement mentions in great detail about S&D
treatment to developing countries. But, these have
largely remained pious wishes or have been
inadequately implemented.
Proposals
2. Means have to be found to ensure effective
participation of developing countries in setting of
standards by international standard-setting
organization. The proposal is to make it obligatory
for international standardizing bodies to ensure the
presence of developing countries in the different
phases of standard setting. Moreover, a clear
provision that the international standardizing bodies
must comply with the Code of Good Practice.
3. Technical assistance and cooperation is required
to upgrade conformity assessment procedure in
developing countries in order that they gain
acceptance in developed markets. The proposal is
to make Article 11 obligatory rather then a best
endeavour as it is worded now. In other words
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technical assistance should be a clear obligation
rather than a question of taking “reasonable
measures” or on merely “mutually agreed terms”.
4. Acceptance by developed-country importers of
self-declaration regarding adherence to standards
by developing-country exporters and acceptance of
certification procedure adopted by developing
country certification bodies based on international
standards. Such a provision to be introduced in
Article 12.
5. A specific provision to be introduced in Article
12 that developing countries shall be given a longer
time-frame to comply with measures regarding
products of export interest to them. Furthermore,
a specific provision in Article 12 that if a measure
brought forward by a developed country creates
difficulties for developing countries, then the
measure should be reconsidered.
6. Developing countries have so far not been
included in MRAs. A specific provision in Article 6
that developing countries could be part of MRAs
and shall have the flexibility of joining at a later
stage.
7. Broad basing and multilateralizing Mutual
Recognition Agreement between national standardsetting bodies to be made obligatory on the basis
of a provision in Article 6.
8. A definition of international standards and/or
international standardizing bodies in the
TBT Agreement keeping in mind the problems and
constraints faced by the developing countries.

FOCUS WTO, May-June 2007

(www.wto.org, WT/GC/W/223, 5 July 1999)
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